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Regiater, Mkt. May, IAS PADUCAH. KY., TUESDAY M WING, FEBRUARY 12
WOMEN ARE BARRED WORD FROM WITERIAL FOR
FROM THE COURT ROOM TOLEDO CLUB SUPERINTENDENCY
WILL HEREAFTER HAVE TO
LOOK TO NEWSPAPER FOR
DETAILS OF TRIAL.
EFFORTS MADE TO 6ET 4
THAW'S WILL BEFORE JURY
THIS IS THE ALL-IMPORTANT
ILINK IN DEFENSE'S •
CLAIM. •
•
'Jerome Insists on Evelyn Thaw Be-
ing Forced to Complete
Her Story.
Neu N'ork, hicb. .ii.--The opening
of the fourth week of the Thaw trial
today bratoht a new order of things
in the ie teturteno, and all women,
other than the half dozen active news-
papers writers who have followed the
since the beginning. were barred
by orders of Jostice Fitzgerald.
During the two days of last week
'when Evelyn Nesbit Thaw was on
the %Onto% stand New York women
rolided the courstoom, haying in
-ow manner .solved the problem of
getting past the bsiliff at the door.
'nil& morning the women stormed the
doors as usual. but fnund their prog-
•sa barred by the officers of the
coati There were numerous protests,
tint they were uithoet avail, and the
einem. ocre not ant-owed to enter.
Were Indignant.
Tkey were attired in all the gay
teutnaoe that gave the courtroom last
eeek it appearance uf some gala
metaiere performance.
Pheir isidignation kneu no bound;
hen the court officers repulsed them
%%eh the statement that the court's
order excluded every one except such
ai were working newspaper reporters.
Many of thole- whet had occupied front
--eats during last oeck were led to be-
'eve test the order could not pro-
%Oily include them, and they remained
about the corriders for a long time,
et in the hope that there might be some
relaxation of the rules. They were
doomed to disappointment, however,
and at !at reluctantly left the
As a result of the order /terrine all
eomen, there were several rows of
vacant seats in the courtroom when
Tostice Fitzgerald took his place on
the hench and Harry Thaw was called
to the bar. The prisonee walked to
his place at the counsel table without
a single friendly nod to greet him
No member of hi' family way in come
Jerome Objects.
1 hat the defenee would proceed
with the struggle to ha‘e Iftery
Thaw's will aceepted in evidence.
ae testimony to his unsoundness of
mind. eee indicated by Net. Dames.
uteeasled that J. D. Lynn be called
es the first evilness of thc day. \fr.
e T•VOn was sworn and had stated that
ee had lived in Yerttsbmg all his life,
end had been' engaged in the bank-
ig 'ter more than a quarter
.1 a century. lie is now cemnected
eith the Union Natinnal Bank.
District Attorney Jerome objected
to the subefitution of a new svitness
for Mrs. Thaw untit her testimony
nnfehed anti an argument ep-
sued, which resulted in Jerome finally
withdrawing his objections.
"How lonirterve•ereen known Harry
le Thaw?" aoked Mr. Demme
"Ever sittellee lees a boy," replied
Mr. Lyon.
"1 hand ybu l envelope and ask
you if you ever. :taw it before?"
Mr. Delmas 'handed the witness a
large envelope of heavy brown paper.
"I have seen this before," said the
witniesee "it. Was in my .porsession."
'When did it come into your pos-
session?"
"Sonic put near 'Aprif r, teo6, I
aeate the intact da(a."
• -Was the envelope seeled. and did
it apparently contain a package?"
"It was sealed and apparently con.
tamed a package."
"Ifow did you receive the package?"
'From the hands of Moire. V
Mr. Lyon said St was funnies win
the defendants liana...
was his handwriting ef the envelope.
"What did you do with the en-
velope?"
"Placed it in my box in the gaiety
deposit vault in the bank."
eff'ow 19ng dkd it remain there?"
;Untie latier part bf: November.
1(1)1). when I took it oe
"Witat did you do it?"
„:f gaic it to my 'stenographer.
ChIS. Johneon -
Mr. leelmas showed Mir. Lyon an-
other envelope. part of the writing










• Washington. Feb. ix.—The
• following statement west given
e out at the Whiee House today:
• "The president has communi-
* cated with Postmaster General
• Cortelyou to know whether it is
feasible to bar from the mails
the papers that give the fall
disgusting particulars of the
Thaw case. He does not know
whether it is feasible; but If it
• is, he wishes it done."
•
EXPECTED TO SHORTLY INDI-
•
CATE WHEN THEY WILL
ARRIVE.
•
Mr. Jerome took the witness who
under cross-examination remarked
that there were doubtless many letters
from Thaw in the bank at Pittsburg.
"Can you as presideut the hank,
produce those letters?"
"Yes. I suppose so"
"Will you?"
"VSehy yes. if you want thew"
err. Jerome then stated that he
could not continue the cross-examina-
tion uithout the letters and asked the
court to order that the letters be
produced.
Mr. Detmas objected.
"What's the matter!** asked Me.
Jerome, "don't yin' want those let-
tees produced"
haaen't the slightest objectien to
the introduction of any letter this de-
fendant ever wrote," was the reply.
He objected to the letters beinu
turned over to the district attorney.
It was finally agreed hat the letters
should be turned over `to the clerk
heof t court.
Mr. Lyon was excused and John B.
Gleason was called.
Mr. Gleason has bad possession of
most of the defendant's papers since
the trigedy. •
Mr. Gleason 'said ai the enelope con-
taining the vein had been in his pos-
session since December it. 1906,
when he received it by mail from
Petteburg, absolutely tin change bad
been made in the document from that
time to this except the mike for
identification put on ihe papers Cu
court.
Mr Jerome only asked one or two
que%lions on cross-eitemination, bring-
ing out nothing new.
ifr. Delmas then asked that Mrs
Evelyn eteebet Thaw he recalled.
"It has been testified by this wit-
pew," said Mr. Mimes. when the
young wife of the defendant had taken
her place in the big witness chair.
"that she wrote a note to her husband
in the Cafe Martin the night of the
occurrences on Madison Square Gar-
den This note we undermand to be
in -the poeseseion of the learned dis-
trict attorney to produce that raper."
Thaw May Not Take Stand.
It now appellee very doubtful that
Harry Tesw will take the stand in
his own defense. Unless it ippears
that it absolutely necessary, his
attorneys will not put him in a posi-
tion where the district' attorney will
be able to cross-examine him. There
is little that he can say, and if he
does go on the stand it would give
the prosecution an opportunity to
go into the details of a number of
-matters which seem to have been
placed before the jury by Mrs. Thaw,
a. well as they could be placed .by
the defendant himself, and would open
the way for the prosecution to go into
the truth or falsity of those stete-
meats, which they cannot at present.
When Evelyn Nesbit Thaw first
went on the stand to tell her story.
Mr. Jerome objected to portions of it
on the 'ground that he would not be
allowed under the law to controvert
any statement that she testified she
had made to her htritrand. and 
whichmight have tended to unbalance his I
mind. Mr. Delmes then stated, that
the defense would not take advantage
of this law, but would give the prose-
cution every opportunity it deeired
to attempt to show that this sory
was no true. When Mr. Jerome re-
peated these arguments at a late tees-
sion of the court. Mr. Delmas was
silent.
Defense Has Law on Side.
The defenee clearly has the law on
its side, and it now seems probable
that they will take every advantage of
it. Names have not been mentioned
in Mrs. Thaw's testimony, but with'
the consent of counsel, she 'has whis-i
pered them to Me. Jerome, and hie
has found and questioned everyone
of those whose nettle% he received
that are within reach. If they in eine
way ran enotrOVert Mrs. elliaw's testi-
mony, Mr. Jerome knows it. If the
defense allows him, there is no doubt
that he will attempt to show that the
•torv rite save she mid her heshanil
(Coatinned on Pace Ziulst.),.
BET IN TRIM AT THE
PADUCAH BALL PARK
PAT DOWNING HAS SEVERAL
OFFERS TO PASS ON, NOW
KITTY HAS GONE UP.
Grover Land Beek With Toledo Club
—Will Be Here to Prac-
tice.
lecueral Manager Johu Illeecker, of
the traction company, expects to hear
something shortly from the Toledo,
0., efational league' team indicating
what time that club can be expected
here to mart upon their practices at
the baseball grounds in Wallace park.
The manager brute several weeks
ago that the club wilt conic here
again this year, this making the third
time they have come to Paducah and
remained several weeks just before
the season opened in order to get
themselves in trim. When Mr.
Bleecker *gets word of the time the
team will reach here he will have the
grounds placed in condition by Supt.
William Malone, who looks after all
the company's property inside the
park boundaries.
Downing Nbt Needed Here.
Whet has become of the Kitty
league? That is a question which is
bothering the popular local catcher,
Pat Dee Mug, considerably these days
Downing has been playing ball with
Paducah of the K. I. T. league for
several seasons, but now has two or
three nice offers from association
teams, dnd is anxious to find out
whether or not the Kitty is to be res-
torected this coming season. At the
close of last season's games it was
published from official sources that
the league had lost so heavily on the
games that it would be discontinued.
Nothing of its resuscitation has as yet
been heard of. but Downing wants to
be sure he is right before he goes
ihead, says the Frankfort. (Ky.)
Journal.
The national commission imposes a
heavy fine for any ball player who
jumps from one league to a team of
another without having properly sev-
ered his connection with his late em-
ployer, and that is the game that Pat
is watching PO carefully. He wants
to be sure of his ground with Padu-
cah before he accepts any of the nice
propositiores held out to him. lie has
been using the wires freely and hopes
to know lais exact status within a very
few days
Contracts for the cresuing season
are fast being signed up by local
players and before long each one will
have put his John Hancock on the
little document which will tic him up
for the year's work. Pat Bohannon,
that prince of ball players, who has
wintered most comfortably on the
borne pasture, is slated for the Rocky
Mountains this year. On yesterday
he signed a contract to play with the
Denver team of the Western league,
where he steered once before. He
says that he is delighted that he is to
be sent to the hills again; that Denver
is the best town in the world for
base ball, and for a general good
time as well. Pat will pitch, hold
down the initial sack and with his re-
markable versatility. ?over any other
position that may be assigned him.
His orders are to report for practice
at Topeka, Kan., .on the 25th of
Mare_h.
But none of the players will get as
far away from "taw" ae will popular
Freddie Hoffman. "Fritz" will kick
up the diamond dust out on the Pa-
cific elope. Ile has been signed by
Fresno, of the Pacific 'Coast league.
-and will soon be malcieo preparations
to leave for his new scene of opera-
tions. Forest Wright, of Hatton, this
county, the nifty little southpaw, goes
to Denver with Bohannon. Louis
Crutcher is again booked for Kansas
City, at a good increase in salary,
while Grover Lane/ goes back to To-
ledo, where he had made quell a 'hit
with the fans. 4
WOrkIllett ill one of the streets of
Madrid dug up an old walnut chest
containing 300 gold doubloons.
The Society of Assutweice for Wid-
ows and Orphans was the first known
insurance company, and was estab•







HIS SCIENCE CLASSE TO
ICE PLANT
The Mondily Literary Session Will
Be Held By Teachers The
Coming Friday
The etemintitte on course of study"
for the city school board met last
evening at the residence of Chairmas
Peter Beckenbach of south Fourth
streie and ipent several hours go
ing over the large beech of applica-
cations put in by parties wanting to
be superintendent of the educational
iostitsnions of Paducah. The trustees
have about thirty applications, and
they tire going over the recommen-
dations and references and also data
showing what standing the applicants
have, the elipknnas and deg'-es they
posses. etc. In this manner they can
sift things donut until only the best
arc heel, and then from (hat number
wile be selected (he petty whn is to
sapertede Mr. I.ieb and become su-
perintendent of the wheels.
The trustcs have told the parties
applyiag in person and otherwise that
the board wants a superintendent
v/ho will look after the interest of the
irchools and not let his personal ani-
mosities and petty foolishneere be his
ruling passion, wink he is neither
supposed to try to bring his "power,
ful influence" to bear in politics.
The committee expects to recom-
mend at the March meeting of the
full board the name of some educator




Proicesor Worcs, of the soentific
department of the high school, yes-
terday took the pupils of his classes
is chttnstry trld 011104 to the Pa-
decae ice plant on North First street
ii order that the teadents could wit-
ness operations of the new ice mak-
ing machines recently installed there.
The workings of the mechanism were
thoroughly expaincd to the boys and
girls by Mr. Clayton. the St. Louis
expert who has been here about one
month putting up the new machines,
and who finishee the hist of this
week and goes te Cinciagau
emm11••••=••
Monthly Ligerikry.
The teachers of the rite %dittoes
Leld their monthly literare, aiming
next Friday afternoon at see Wash-
higtem building on West-Broadway
Got that Lathippc.
Prineipal Payne of the high eehoce.
was laid up Sunday with the la-
grippe, but was able to be at his du-
ties ygsterday moraine lie le not
well yet. thought.
Trustee Very Ill.
Mr. Aebley Robinson. member of
:he board of education, is seriously
ill with an attack of pneumonia at his
hrnne on Clay near Ninth street. He
has been confined since has: Mire-
day.
GENERAL FIGHT.
Trouble At the Dance in the Colored
Odd Fellows Hall This Morning.
This morning at one o'clock the
police arc investigating a general
fight occurring during a dance at the
Colored Odd Fellows hall on Seventh
and Adams street,. Some dark wom-
an got Cut during the fight, but the
police have not yet learned which one
it was or who did the stabbing. They
expect to make arrests by daylight
NEW CHERUBS.
Two Roes and One Girl Make Ap-
pearmeee on Stage of Life.
Let. and Mn. T. M. Hill have a
fme boy baby.
Mr. and Mrs. 0, S. Osborti of
Sooth, Third have a new boy baby.
hee and Mrs. Claude Bolter of
Greenville. KY., have a new girt baby.
born Sundby.
Ignnranee of the law excuses no
one: not even the lawyer.
•••••,••••••••••••••••••••••••
eny fool ten catch on, but it takes
r- • ot---ete eattialges were a v,ise man to let en _









OCCURS NEXT FRIDAY AT
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
GRAND MUSICAL EVENT BE-
ING ARRANGED FOR THIRD
STREET M. E. CHURCH.
Charity Club Entertains With Tea
This Afternoon At Home of Mrs.
George C. Wallace.
The Church Furnishing society of
the First Christian congregation will
next Friday evening give the enter-
tainment scheduled foe two welts ago,
but which had to be postponed on
account of the Cad weather. It win
be given in the Sunday school room
of the church building at Seventh
and Jeffetmon streets, and the entire
public is cordially invited to attend.
The money goes to the fund with
which the society dock such good
church work.
Church Mustcfl.
.k tine musical entertanunent veill
be given the evening of Tuesday
February 19 at the Third street Meth-
odist church by many young people
of that congregation, under leadership
of Mrs. Peter ff. Field', wife of the
pastor, who is quite talented and a
musical artist herself. The program
will be one of the most eleborate and
attractive ever rendered here.
Meeting Date Changed,
The Magazine club will meet
Thursday, February 28. instead of
February al, with Miss Julia Scott of
Eighth and Madison. The changes is
made because the 21 the Woman's
club meets, therefore the dates con-
flict, many members oeo
with the other cirgartizationi and de-
sire attending both eciaions, which
could not be done, with each gather-
ing the eamc day.
~woo •
Debbie Club.
This morning the Delphic club
meets at the Carneigic library on
weekly session.
Sailed for Philippines.
Friends her.: have received Otters
showing that February 5 Captain
Wheat, hie with. and Miss Laura
Andersen, of this city, sailed from
San Francisco aboard the United
States transport "Logan" en route to
the Philippine Wands, which they left
last fall for this country with the
remain t of the late Major Thomas
Moss, who died while' visiting them
there, and was .brought here for
burial
Enioyed Fine Dance.
A fine time was had by- a jolly
crowd of dancers last evening at the
Eagles' hall on Sixth and Broadway.
George Holliday entertained with a
where Messrs. Joseph Fisher and
dance.
Charity Tes.
The Charity club entertains this
afternoon with a tee at the residence
of Mee George C. Wallace of North
Ninth sttect. An admission of ten
cents will ,be charged, the money
going for the good work the club
ladies are carrying on.
The musical program will be:
Vocal solo—Miss Julia Scott.
Vocal solo--Mes. James Weille
Vocal eolo—Mr..Richard Scott.
Instrumental duet—Mrs. George B.
Hart and Miss Adah Brazelton. .




Vrie.11 solo—Mr. Robert Scott
GROCERY BURNED.
Last night at g o'clock the Tenth
and Clay street fire department was
called to the W. Y. Griffith grocery
establishment on North Thirteenth
street, a blaze having started inside
the building after the store was cloyed
for the night. By the time the ap-
paratus got there the building was a
tinge blaze, with result that the inside
of the small place was gutted. The
building in mahn was saved, although
completely charred. The loss will
be about $1,000.
Sparks from'a flue started a small
fire yesterday afternoon at the honw
01 Nres. Burnett on Tenth and Jack-
eon, bet the departments extinguished









THE litti MOST GO
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AND THAT DELEO*TION HAS
REDUCED ITS 0TMANDS
TO WRITING.' svc h
lo-
.0040o Ms"







isfnitge rteoporttsh:ent.edimityr ..,ftlereitiimie,r(t.ees eer
Francisco school -manse has saist.bestu
settled, and there haste been • nia, eiete
ference with tile presilakda -%The Pre-
cise 'hour of the nieViegeoseithie white
house has net yet Wesolliellele but will
probably be 3 o'ckpcik: ,a0Ss setters
Kase bet 0 issued tp filb"htoe
even the hour of the goofetreate•is
gl'es.Cti at. • '1 . •
'elle delegation from is Ftaiwiico
'had a Meeting today at which the ut-
terances of the president. were elis•
cussed at length. A determination
was reached not to recede in any *ay
from :he 'position already admitted. It
hail been arranged to subretlat writ
ten views of the delegation to.. the
president and the document -was then
prepared.
"Exclusion That Win Exclude."
It was agreed to insist on an 
clusion that will exclude. A duplica-
tion of the Chinese exclusion act was
demanded. It was argued that this l•
the only method that will prose effec-
tive aucl oatisfaetory. It was show'.
that a treaty will be inadequate and
will not provide any system/ br. which
Japanese entering the eceintty ma*
be returned.
-man 300 telegrams were re-
ceived by Mayor Schmitz mot the
members of the board today urging
them to etand firm for the exclusion
of Japanese coolico from tho Vnitcd
States.
The delegation has no obitchott
whatever to S treaty; but r_declare*
that it .most be followed and reen-
forced by FUCli laws as will pruvide
machinery for actually preventing the.
eptranee of coolies and limier which
they can be deported after effecting
an entrance by fraud end deception
Mayor Schmitz and his istociates Are
perfectly willing to suspend or rescind
the order pribibiting the, adtreseion
of Japancsa; to the primary -sch)sol‘
of San Francisco, but desire in retilin
a definite assurance that coolies will
gheneresatioftenr b e, 
in their 
iccludope:1419. asijaoih)
ter of no sericrus consequen
competitiOn of Japanaqe ,
with labor on the eye- eeeu
setutesindilli -eptesreal
'Utter Pailiái.
The train of this proposekion deia*s
to indicate the utter failre`eif -the
conferences to be heft 'beiceen
the president and the .Saqe t.'‘reridA"
delegation. This neceelyeseff wee
materially to the gravetkotheeeitila-
tion which the eresid,ene :hteielefsl
ly declared t'hreatens' an' pp•
between the Visited States e
The president has totl
Francisco 'delegation fllei-"f
went of the questleitt11466011" eeex-
actment of drastic exclitiffre este-




the obnoxious peolliblittThloltdeleilh he
anese coolies, Or 'fte Isslinee
imperial edict forbiddiertlfehfilieten
leaving their native coniffiter'
Flat Disagregieserit Threa1i4ede
The verbal balknItteSit'OT fiff pre.i
dent and the writted'neilleieltiO of
the San Francisco deli tiStiVnV' re -
rtsult in a complete lbee.
Ionic common ground' teilirenehige-
mem can be found at'Olierg.fletice
tomorrow.
The California deler he oitiAttionr-
geese somewhat 
nei 
not being included at 411redfifreeenes.
When the president ittelteirtelteSan
Francisco educational authorities te
come here and discuss'ihe fitaation
with him 'he said the tsfertneetirtfuld
also embrace the Cafffoitheleoetteites•
sional delegation-. v u''' 1117111 4"
The office that seistic%tatat *stet
nearly so persistedf 
'Al 
4 Aidifor
on the .•:1Me IniViinti rAl." %I/414
‘Jit.wk.
Y'on deny a women deity.'
est pleasure.; of 14ti"welPff















to the following: Edgie Brasher and
Nannie McClure; William White and
Jobie %%Ismail; William F. Horton
and Claudie M. Greaff.
Granted New Trial.
. The Judge in the circuit court yes-
terday granted a new trial in the
suit of A. J. Atchison against J. D.
MeElya Atchison claimed McElya
called him a thief, as result .of a
difference they had over a fence di-
viding that property. Atchison sued
for $10,000 damages, but lost the
litigation on trial several Weeks ago.
He asked for a new hearing, and pro-
ducing reasons sufficient, the couti
granted it.
The defendant asked the coin to
compel the plaintiff to execute bond
for costs ilL the litigation of Carter
vs. Pearson.
A divorce was granted Sarah Wil-
son from John T. Wilson.
The judge heard arguments yes-
terday in the action of Samuel Givens
agaiust Charles E. Gridley, wherein
the former reeks to recover posses-
TWO MEN EXACTLY ALIKE.
Sheriff Comes Near Locking One Up
for the Other.
Macon, Mo., Feb. IL—The old-time
theory that no two men in all the
world were ever made exactly alike
was given quite a jolt when Parole
Officer John Higgins, of the Leaven-
worth, Kate, penitentiary, came to
Macon to identify William Clem, who
broke out on September 1, 1906. The
prisoner was doing time here for car-
rying concealed weapons and when
Sheriff Graves ran across a picture of
the Kansas fugitive and his descrip-
tion he was at once certain that he
had the prison-breaker. MT. Iliggius
was promptly notified and reached
here. The minute his eyes struck the
prisoner he said:
"That is our man, sir."
The prisoner was stripped awl the
officer began locating the marks of
identification. He found the mole
"about the seventh vertebrae." the
other one two inches tinder the left
ear, a scar on the back of the /bird
finger and also a big mark on the
breast. As he went on announcing
in a complacent tone these various
discoveries there was a smile on the
young prisoner's face that would not
come off.
"That's our man," repeated Mr.
iiiggins as he finished. "There's no
doubt about it."
Sheriff Graves could almost feel the
$so reward in his inside coat pocket
when the prisoner for the first time
spoke.
"When did you pot your man in?"
he asked of Mr. Higgins.
"You were mustered in the Kansas
penitentiary on the 8th day of last
Ision of some posthole augur company March." replied the officer.
stock front Gridley. At this the prisoner laughed.
"I WAS boarding with Sheriff Grates1)etectives Moore and Baker. Lieu.
teuant Thomas Potter, and Walter here that month," he said, "and hisFisher were each anoo.sei $75.60 for record will show it.
carrying four boys to the State Re- The
fschleloelleffe• lookedform School last week.
"I had him here for a while some
Set Aside S,le.
'Mattie B. Phillips filed suit in the
circuit court yesterday, asking that
the sale of West Broadway property
he set aside, on account of she having
deeded it 'away when a minor, as the
NEW YORK MINISTER JUSTIFIES
MURDER .
IsILTHODISTolDIVINE WHO HAS LECTURED IN PADUCAH, IN-
DORSES THE UNWRITTEN LAW.
Nec.- York, Feb. ii.—Ret. aladison form shoul 1 soil the lips of decent
retere, oral known minister. a
sioniatord !hitt hearers yesterday
that he justified niurd
mider certain conditions. Ile w
-*caking of the Thaw trial, and said
in part:
"As a minister of the goepel I can-
not condone murder, as a citizen wl
epholds and reopens the laws of o
country I cannot put a aeal of ap-
proval on the taking of human life,
but despite these facts I believe mur-
der is justifiable under certain condi-
tions end circumstances; for instance,
when a person's own life is in danger.
he is hound to protect himself, even
onto oht taking of life. for self-pre-
servation is the first law of nature.
"Not alone is a man justified in
protecting his body—he is justified
in protecting his own honor and the
honor of his family is well.
"If this is so, then both by human Leh Stoo.000,000.
end divine law harry Thaw should New York-Chicago i!ispatcli in New
etaiiil before the world a vindicated York
Detailed figures on the estate of theman, •1 the story which hie wife. Eve-
late Mlarshall Field show-he had ac-lyn 'Nesbit Thaw, told on the wit-
'less stand is true and can be.snb- cumulated more than Stoo.coo.000. The
stantiated by corroborative evidence, taxable personal property of the es-
tate amounts to $49.Q77,270, on which"Yet. if Evelyn Thaw's terrible
more :flan jsoo,000 'oust be paid thisstory is true, :hen her husband's
great love has ben a martydom. year in taxes.
"'rho story is strong enought This is as against the valuation of
./end a shudder around the world and $2.500.000 placed on his personal ea-
tate by Mr. Field himself. and thestain the American name in the eyes
of the rations that are clothed in the valuation of az0000.000 which the as-
mantle of decency. sessors, under protest by the execu-
"We tall ourselves a civilized and,
men to even utter and his execrable
memory .should as soon as possibleby
be consigned to the oblivion of theCT
as unclean.
'After what has now been made
public, though long known in private,
surely it must be repugnant to the
clean. moral, high spirited and gen-t
tlemanly Jerome to stand up and doto!
his dot b • the state in rosecuting3
the murderer of such a monstrosity.
but cluty most be done—Jerome
knows it and he does his duty, but it
is particularly to be seen he is not
enthusiastic about it.
"No such story has ever been told -
in a court room before, and I doubt
if its equal has ever been chronicled
in sacred or profane history for re-
volting, heart-bleeding, soul harrow-
ing details.
a Christian people, a people of edu-
eation and' of progress. Viten unna-
tural crimes are being committed in
the midst of our centers of progress
and enlightenment which would- call
the blush of shame to the dusky cheok
of the savage.
"New York had to listen to a story
yesterday which has already flown
on the wings of the press to the utter-
most corners/of the earth, describini
the awful, unspeakable, unnatural dirt
and degradation of the peerless me-
tropolis of the Western world, the
city of which we 'have all been so
proud, whose greatness and power it
has been our ambition to build up sn
as to owrival all competitors in the
race.
"All, that onr civic escutcheon
should be 'F.o tarnished with the filth
and foulness of those whose part it
should have been'to polish and bright-
en woethy deeds!
"Ti; truly a dirty bird that fouls its
own nest. If Evelyn told the troth on
the witness stand—and I would el:
most swear by that sweet face and
artless look that she did—then Stan-
ford. White etas the vilest bird that
have ever seen, read of or ever
'heard of.
• "The very name of that human
!vete, or rather monster, in human
•
tors, took as a basis for taxation last
year.
To the figures must be added $30.-
000.cloo in real estate, from which
actual money paid in taxes to be paid
to the eublic by the Field estate of
about $1,000m00 annually.
The estate consist; of personal
property totaling $42,851,804.15, with
stocks and bonds listed at par, but
with an estimated market value of
$se,000,000; $30,000,000 worth of real
estate in Cook county, and $8.000000
realty in New York.
Slowly Getting Right.
The legislatures of forty states ere
now in cssion, and it is probable that
all of them will consider the liquor
questitn in one form or other. While
'there arc comparatively few men who
are willing to espouse the cause of
total prohibition, it is undeniably true
that the movement to restrict drunk-
enness is naion-wide, and that taking
the nation as a whole drunkenness
is on the decrease. Thirty 'millions
of our people, or over one-third of
our population already live under pro-
hibition laws.—Beatyville Enterprise.
Germany's loss in the number of
sheep reached 66 per cent in the years
of 1878 to Igoe. Argentine competi-
tion largely accounts for it
LAWYER BOYD WILL BE
REHKOPF INDIVIDUAL TRUSTEE
THE CREDITORS FAVOR HIM A ND WILL THIS MORNING TAKE
UP QUESTION OF OFFICIALLY CHOOSING THIS GENTLE-
MAN, WHO WILL HAVE CHARGE WHILE MR. REHKOPF'S
PRIVATE BUSINESS IS BEING WOUND UP—JUDGE REED
GRANTED A. J. ATCHISON NEW TRIAL OF HIS SUIT
AGAINST J. D. McELYA FOR ALEGED SLANDER—MATTIE B.
PHILLIPS WANTS ANNULLED PROPERTY DEED SHE
SIGNED WHEN A MINOR.
Indi:ations are that Attorney X. E.
Boyd will be elected trustee of the E.
Reltkopf individual bankruptcy pro-
ceeding, wherein Mr. Rehkopf him-
self has been forced into bankruptcy,
as was done to his firm. Yesterday
the creditors met at the office of
Referee Bagby in the bankrupt court
and got the'court to bold up 'certain
claims which will not be permitted to
rote on election of the trustee, be-
catty the accounts are of the nature
not allowed to participate. The credi-
tors then yesterday expressed their
preference "for trustee. and Lawyer
Boyd avas selected, but in order to
let a few more tuatters be looked into,
that of officially choosing the trustee
was held open until today.
• After the trustee is named`the ques-
tion of winding up the estate and
paying off the creditors will then be
taken up.
County Court.
Judge Lightfoot yesterday took up
his county court business, but there
was not much for disposal. Apprais-
ers Melvin Byrd and Fes M. Mc-
Glathery. csI the Dr. J. D. Smith
estate, reported there were $13,939.13
accounts and deposits, of which $12,-
058.22 are worthless accounts.
Judge Lightfoot had up settlements.
the follooing of at hich were ordered
recorded: J. C. Ceghill. L. T. Cornil-
Intel. R. le Smith, Fratik M. Law-
Iola, Montgomery and Claud
Honk
The settlements ordered to 14y over .
were Ruby Pearl Smith, Albert '
Roger'. Frank Whitlock, Frank Wil-;
keenly at the
time last year." he said, "but I don't
remember the date exactly. I'll leok
it (new
IThe record of the Macon county
jail showed that one Joe Davis had
been out in jail here March, 26. too6,
ior aerancy. At thet time Williamliams. Turner Gains and A. Kimple. 1 wife of M. L. Wilkersolo February
Licrwed to Marry. in. The action is against T. J. Mc- I Clem was serving in the Kaiscas peni-
tentiary. The two men looked hardThe e7erk issued marriaise iieenees Reynolds and others.
-it the boy, who kept smiling.
"Ii it hadn't It. en for this record
here," said the. Kansas officer, "pet
would ert a in ly have served out Wil-
liam Clem't sentence in the peniten-
tiary. I never saw two men as MOill
alike in all my life. Wry, you've even
,got that focil grio of our man."
Davie was released. When asked
which way he was going be remarked:
d sn't know exactly, hitt it won't
hc totvard. Kansa."
A kle.7hine to Shuffle Cards.
.A machine which amomatically
'huffiest a pack of cards in an inatant
with the cards concealed from sight
and which changes the position of
nine out nf every .ten card' is the




MR. HENRY KATTERJOHN AT-
TENDED FROM THIS
CITY.
One of Largest and Most Beneficial
Sessions Ever Conducted by
Organization.
One of the largest meetings ever
held by the National Brickmakera'
Association in -years was the angual
convention coming to a close Satur-
day at St. Louis, from which place
Mr. Henry Katterjohn, the Paducah
brick manufacturer, returned Sunday
morning.
There were nearly so rcpresenta-
ores present, coming from all sec-
tions of the country, and spending
seteral days talking over matters of
iraerest to stile manufacturers of
brick. There were three Japanese
representatives participating in the
gathering, which was conducted at
The Planters hotel.
The body had invitations from
New Orleans, Columbus, 0., and In-
d.anapolis, Ind., to hold the too8 ses-
s:.,n at these places, bet a decision
mill not be made until the end of this
year by the executive committee,
which *s charge of designating at
what city the brickmakers will as-
semble. It is more thaw probablle
that either Indianapolis or Columbus
will get the annual convention, be-
sense both of these cities are in the
clay bet. and will afford an oppor-
tunity for the brick manufacturers
te personally inspect the clay pits
cut of which is gotten Inc material
tor manufacture of the fine brick
end chinaware coming to the market
from these too cities.
THOUGHT-READING EASY.
It You Follow Pla^ of the Wizard
Who HarbAstounded London.
(From the London Cat:cockle
Mr Fent Abbott, the clever wizard.
who, in the Daily Chronicle a few
diked ago. let the public into Nome of
the secrets of "thought transference,"
has now published his promised pam-
phlet on the subject. with the inter-
rogatory title of "Can You lancig?''
Those who want to my Airy their
friends can get it at the book-stalls
for a shilling.
With big wife. "Mate Olivia, the
beautiful witch," Mr. Abbott has been
giving public exhibitions in London
slot the prettincee for many year -
past Ile has entertained and Willed
thousends. lie has performed so
many apparently wonderful trick -
that orobably he would have had no
difficulty in convincing' credulous peo-plyers. It not 'nay protects the pie the he and his wile were blessedcards from injury. but givesan also- withme occult powers; but be hasso 
ea/
lutely square deal shuffle. The ma-
chine weighs four 
pounds and at. never Lin forward any such claim. nor
Efillgera CO.
tachcs in a moment to any table. It lied 'n 
it ntl)tio lIsilit e inferred that he re-ig
is about ten inches high —Popular each. 
but an all-sufficing
Mechanics 
It would he unfair to disclose )he
BOMBARDED WITH LAWSUITS 
‘htx.tt code as set out in the pam-
-
pc hl t But at least it is permissible
Louisville. Feb. 1 i.—The Southern 
to illustrate how it works. Take the
Pacific railroad is bring bombarded
with tax suits due to it; corporate
1,0me being in Jefferson county, Ky..
Thursday State Revenue Agent Geo.
M.  Alexander sued for back taxes for
the four years 1902 to '905, inclusive,
en an alleged valuation of $317.000.000
This is one of many recent tax snits
against the road.
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock   $100,000
Surplus  $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
uto business intrusted to s.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.









Now is the time 'to Buy
Wall paper
lUe harc thc target line of up-to-datc wall paper




for Tour picture frames
315 BROADWAY
Retail Hardware Dealers.
Louisville, Ky., Felt'. 1.—The Ken-
tucky Retail Hardware association
elected officers Thursday. They are:
First vice-president, J. Read, of Hod-
gcnvill2; first vice-president, J. E.
Grubbs, of Winchester; second vice-
president, George Cubbage, of Leitch-
field; secretary, John E. Sower, of
Frankfort, re-elected; treasurer, A.
Steitler, Jr., of Louisville; delegates to
the national convention, John E.
Sower, of Fran.kfort; B. J. Durham,
of Danville; alternates, John W. Read,
of Hodgenville, Joseph Kirchdoffer,
of Louisville.
Granted New Trial.
Newport, Ky., Feb. I.—George
Ehrlick, who ten days ago was fined
S0000 by a jury in thre circuit on the
trick in which the medium adds up
three columns of three figures blind-
folded, with her back to the board.
In connection with this Mr. Abbott
gives the following useful hint:
With all blackboard experiments the
"fcetder" must appear to be talking tea
the gentleman who is assisting him.
:Ind in that way convey the message
o his medium.





"Directly all the figures are
remarks Mr. Abbott. "the 'feeder'
must have ready the total on the first
colmn—i6--to scansion to his me-
dium. Before !he person who has
written the figures has time to draw
the Jim. the 'feeder' sass to him, 'I
please drake a line.' CI stands for
and 'nfease' for 6).
"The median's is listening for the
carte. and immediately adds the first
column and calls out, 'Put down fi
and carry t.' You are ready with
second column, and say to the writer.
please. out down 6 and carry
Your medium knows that 'I please' 14
charge of operating a pool-room, has 
16, and again calls out, 'Put down o
and carry I.'been granted a new trial. The grounds l 
are that two of the jurors were preju- 
"Then you have the last colume
ready to send her, and you say, 1diced against the defendant, as has 
'
asked the lads' quick Couick standsbeen zbown in affidavits, and that the 
fine is excessive. for 5) how many more -columns there
are to add.' The gentleman at the
TWO-CENT FARE FOR INDIANA 
board 'advances and asks the auestion
of the medium, who immediately re-
ponds. 'There is only one more eol-Indiana House to Pans Bill and Gov- 
,
ernor Will Sign It. 
limn to add, sir, put down te."fhe
answer to that sum is te66.'"
n 
Then Mr. Abbott shows 'how easilyLa Porte, Id., Feb. I 1.—Repre- th trediteo. though blindfolded. cansentative Faulkner of this county tell what fienres on the board is hid:-
e
has advised friends in this city that cated when it is merely tanned by herthe Bland 2-cent-fare bill will be Partner. "The audience-ie bewilderedpassed. this week by the lower house 
of the 'legislature practically- withotit 
and never stops to think that this part
opposition. It will be immediately roof„ot:oe.e 
program has. been prear-




signed by Governor Hanly and it will answer 





—2,012, "nothirtie there," 7.1. "nothine
s."nnebinic. _there," 3,q77.
if;es-e Freses4time* he will
--- 
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREFT: PADUCAH. KY
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life,iLlability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 360. Residence Phone 734%
cover almost every conceivable thing
We give just the first three signs:
"I" means figure 1 or letter "A.-
"Go" means figure 2 or letter "B."
"Cal" means figure 3 or letter "C."
So:
"I want to know his "
"Go and tell this letter."—"B."
"Can you tell this orte?"—"C."





"Can you tell this gentlemaii the
month lie was born in?"—"Maych."
In the same way the code is ex-
tended to colors, to metals, to c'htis-
tian names, to relatives, to cards, to
countries, and to articles.
In the matter of dates, nothing
could be simpler. For example: "Tell
the date". means 
1900.So:
"I" tell the date—tgot.
"Go" tell the date-1902.
"Can" tell the dale—teo3.
It should be explained that there is
nothing cumbersome about Mr. Ab-
bott's "I." One fancies all the while
that lie is saying "Aye."
However, enough has been said to
make clear the simplicity or the Ab-
bott code. And if there s-till be any-
one who fancies that "Zanciging" de-
pends upon strite mystic force, he can






A choke in the throat, and a yearning
for bed—
That's the grippe!
river of heat, then a shiver of cold,












the back and a pain in the







sfupid sensation—of course, wholly
new!—
foolish depreasion—why should you
' feat blue?—







A taste in your mouth and a weight
on your chest—
That's the grippe!
A tired 'sensation that runs through
your veins—
..'. queer- combination of aches and
of pains,






was practically illustrated in ma by}
The theery of telegraphing by wire A' vapid admission of absence ot
brains—That's the gripper
slightly vary the order.
Mr. Abbott's code can he made . )f fore la'a`
•






















NOT GIVE UP GROUND
(-ENERAL AGENT JOHN DONOVAN SAYS POSSESSION WILL
NOT BE PARTED WITH WILLINGLY, BUT HE WILL TAKE
THE MATTER UP AND FORWARD IT TO THE HIGHER AU-
THORITIES AT CHICAGO—RAILROAD HAS IMPORTANT
USE TO WHICH THEY DESIRE PLACING THE GRO
UND,
'WHICH WILL BE RUINED IF CUT INTO STRIPS, $O
CLAIMS THE GENERAL AGENT.
Plot Illinois Central railroad will
'nut willingly give up possession of
..he strip of ground it owns on First
etreet between Broadway and Ken-
tucky avenue for public wharf pur-
pose:h. so stated yesterday General
John T. Donovan of the road's Pa-
eiucah offices. Ile continued that the
road had better and more important
ese for the ground than it could be
put to for wharf purposes. and that
the I. C. would not consent to part-
ing with the property, which is ser-
cipty-five feet wide, and lies between
F;tst street and the top of the river
levee.
The street comninter of the gen-
eral council waited on Mr. Donovan
and laid before him thc proposition
, • and be directed them to decide just
esactly Now much of the strip the
strunicipality wanted and inform him
, to that effect, then he wall hair the
• Dotter taken up with the higher au-
thorities of the railroad.
The vidharlboat abou4acsa feet long
has at each end a stage plank
• er whicit vehicles drive. in to load
..• unload freight There is not
ough room on the wharfboat for
to • transfer wagons to turn arousal
owl come out the way they go ie.
• - they have to make their exit nut
er the stage plank at the other end
o! the boat. When the river is high
a. it 4-as been for the past month
'al two, this brings the wharfboat
r•g4it up to the Armour packing pant
• .it lirat and Broadway. Extending
• Irons wharfboat up into Broadway
heel& the Armour plant 1', the stage-
pLak across which the transfer
v arms drive in getting onto the boat
to unload and load wagons. With
the high ricer, the stageplank at the
other end where the wagons come
i.e., extends up onto the 1. C. strip
of ground on the Kentucky avenue
of .VIT..tte• plant
The citizens of Paducah .have petit-
ioned the general council to buy all
this I. C. strip of ground so it can
eve converted into additional wharf
purposes for the public. The corn
mittee in calling on Mr. Donovan
wanted to know what the railroad
would ,take for a portion of the
grcund, about twenty feet wide, so
a roadway could be made across it
INTERESTING ITEMS.
Grenoble, France, probably mann-
fictures more ladies' kid gloves than
any other place in the world. Paris,
Chaumont and Millau are also largely
'engaged in this industry.
l A mechanical man that can do a
' great many things a human being can
do is the invention of a German. The
cmachine has 305 compartments and
several electric motors.
In a remote Yorkshire dale, a tour-
ist recently met a lady of go who had
not left her native vale for 70 years,
and who had never seen a railway
train, an automobile or a bicycle.
The manufacture of ribbons and
kindred articles brought to St.
Etienne, France, $16,884,318 in 1905.
0 fthis amount $6,388,186 worth was
exported and $10,496,132 worth was
used in France.
Ready-written essays, compoaitions
and translations in any language bre
being supplied to students of Buda-
pest by a bureau at 8 cents a•page.
The government has been appealed to
from First street down to the end to suppress it.
of the stageplanlc,. Miss Lillian Tyson ,proprictor and
Mr. Donovan yesterday said theo  manager of the Bon Ton theater in
Ohio river got only this high every Philadelphia, has inaugurated the cut-
jour or five years, and it ia at this torn of giving free tickets for matinee
high stage of the stream only that performances to the orphans.
mere wharf ground is needed. Along The dreaded nun butterfly is ap-
this line be says the 'higher officials peering everywhere in Bohemia,
of the road have important use to threatening elle devastation of the for-
which the property Will be pee and ests. The neighboring woods of Sax-
make it a paying investment 36S days ony and Silesia are also threatened.
in the year for the city of Paducah, The ministry of agriculture has named
while if it is forcibly taken and con- a commission to investigate.
aerted into wharfage purposes its Use Andrew Carnegie's "hero fund" was
will be needed for only a week or established in Keawith $5.000,000 at
live about every five years, the bat- its disposal. The commission has
*ace of the time lying ickilc. awarded sixty-three medals up to Jan-
Mr. DonOvan said the public 1144 uary 1,17, and disbursed about $oo,-
had for years the free consent of the coo, aside front about $65.000 given
San Francisco and other sufferersofficials to use the strip of ground in
piling up freight and using it for front disasters.
wharf purposes, and that this Perhaps for concentrated inaccuracyOki-
leste will be continued to them until statement nothing can aurpass the
the I. C. -weeds th ground for the following sentence, which occurred ine 
an account of a burglary given ainterest to *Inch it is being put.
short time back in a paper: "After aThe road does not want to part
fruitless search all the money was re-company with the ground, %% tech it
covered, except one pair of boots."bought thirty year' ago, and which
During the four years since its or-Las been used just like the public unitization, the reclamation servicewharf by sserybody since then, nob- has re:oh-red productive affo.000 acresout being bothered by the road. • of desert. being one-fourth of an area
When the river is up high like it that has been mapped out for irriga-
no.) before last week, there iaflO lion under twenty-two projects.
raom left • at top of the levee for the Several New York postmen, accord-
wagons in coming off the wharfboat ing to the World. have made fortunes
to go up to Kentucky avenue, the of more than $200.000. These men,
passage way usually used being coy- although independently wealthy,
rod with water, therefore the road- through extra effort during leisure
vsaa through the I C ground is abso- hour*, still trudge front house to
hotly necessary. house daily with mailbag and whistle.
content to accept a salary of S0000 a
sear which Uncle Sam provides for
his postmen. In every case the for-
tunes were made through shrewd in. children; Geo. 0. Hart & Sons, flat
vestments in real estate 'irons; Mr. C. W. Mbrrison. literature;
Mrs. Joseph Mattison, flowers; Mrs
OLD SWIMMING J L. Friedman, flowers and wine;
Mr•. C. G. Boone. fruit: 1114. Sam
Logan. frisk; Mars, Ben Weille. cloth-
ing; Mrs. J. W. Bryan. fruit
RIVAL OF THE PANAMA CANAL
'The Tehuantepec Ship Railroad,
Racked By the Mexican Govern-
ment is Thrwon Open—The U. S.
Caught Napping.
Washington, Feb. 11 —It seems al-
together appropriate that the formal
opening of the Tehuantepec ship-rail-
road aCT01111 the Isthmus of the same
name should base taken place in the
a:me week that saw the presentation
of the greatest appropriation bill ever
offered congress for the development
ni water transportation in the United
States. This chip-railway, while it will
be a :twat of the Panama canal when
the big ditch becomes a reality. it
backed by the Mexican government,
and is expected to work nondera in
the wry of develoring the commerce
between the Pacific and Atlantic
toasts of this country. Incidentally.
the creation of this new trade route
'has stimulated the whole scheme of
rivers and herbed: development —a
policy to which the United States now
seems pledged. in an effort to care for
the rapidly &owing commerce cil. the
country
The Tehuantepec route will save
Ih000 miles on the journey from New
Orleans to San Francisco. 10,016
/hilt/ from New York to San Fran-
isco. aia Cape Horn. and 1,267 miles
via the Panama canal. The sang in
mileage between European ports and
San Francisco is as remarkable; this
saving being 8,soo miles between Liv-
erpool and the metropolis of the Pa-
cific coast, via the Cape of Good Hope
in the trade from New York to Yoka-
banra it will save roxioo miles via
Cape Horn or 5,000 miles via Suez.
'Between New York and Manila the
saving will be i.168 miles over the
present route via Suez. Already a
New licitly shipping firm has estab-
lished lines of steamers, their . fleet
being equally divided between the At-
lantic and Pacific trade, and trans-
shipment being made on the railroad
that crosses the Isthmus. According
to advises received here. President
Diaz and his entire staff attended the
opening of this big enterprise, one
which has been the dream of Mexico
for the last four centuries.
o The establishment of this coast-to-
coast service Has brought forcibly
home to congress the necessity for a
most vigorous campaign in the devel-
opment of the coast harbors of this
country and the ioterior waterways.
1Despite the demands made by the na-
tional rivers,, and harbors congress,
which for the last five years has been
urging the federal government to ate
oropriate. $50.00n,00p annually for the
prosecution of development work.
congress has believed that this work
peed not be pushed any more rapidly
Oran the work on the Panama canal
the theory being that the waterways
of the country might be in readiness
to care for the increased shipping
when the big ditch was done. The
--.••••••••••• •
opening of the Tehuantepec route ha'
caught the country napping, and a, is
highly probable. that aggressive Eng-
Inh, German and French export con-
cerns, with their comprehensive ship-
ping facilities, will capture the Pan-
Amerman markets that American busi
nest men might have hail had the
federal government taken the precau-
tion to prepare the way for American
trade
Congressman Joseph E Ranselel:.
preddent of the national river' and
harbor. congress. is pointing out that
while the present bill carries upwards
of $83,00o,000 for waterways improve-
ments,' nevertheless not more than
$34.000.000 is ineediatcly
cash. The difference is appropriated
by the present congress for the con-
tinuation of centracts began this year
or 'under way. The national rivers
and harbors congress insists that not
less than Sso,000.000 should be availa-
ble for the improvement work to the
end that this country may be in
readiness to seize upon the trade of
South America when the time is ripe.
th the Tehuantepec ship-railway
in opsration, it would seem that the
time i. already here, and that the
United State a will 'have to adopt tit.:
program suggested by -the national
river, and harbors•cangrest if Amer-
ican conamerce is to take its right
position In The bersineas world of the
southern hemisphere.
Perfect Ventilation.
We must remember not only to ad-
mit the fresh air into our bedrooms,
but also to provide for thc exit of the
stale air.
The ideal bedroom has an open fire-
place, which is an important ventila-
tor. If there are two windows facing
each other and both upper sashes arc
lowered for several inches there will
be a continuous current of air passing
through the room without moll
draught on the bed.
As we all know, tot air rises, while
cold air falls. The air, then, that is
in the ordinary sleeping room will
ascend and pass out of the top of the
window, While the fresh, cooler air
will come in to take its place. If there
is only one window in the room ven-
tilation may still be provided. Drop
the upper sash a few inches anclaraise
the lower one for about 'a foot and
the necessary Current will he pro-
vided.—New York Mull.
Tact Required.
"Good gracious!" exclaimed the
visitor; "hear those boys fighting and
yelling out there. Regular little hood
hums, aren't they?'
"1 can't say." replied Mrs. Fainley.
"I'm. rather nearsighted, yoil 'knots',"
"But Purely you can hear them."
"Oh, yes; but I can't tell whether
they're my children or the neighbor..."
Press.
The board of lady managers of the
Home of the Friendless wish to thank
all who so generously contributed to
them during the month of February.
Mr. C. C. Rose, cash, $5.00.
The following butchers give week!,
donations of meat: Kolb Bros.. John
Theobald- & Sons, Adolph Surges.
Seitz & Schmidt, L. D. Watson, Louis
Fetter, Frank Fetter, Rector pros,,
Henry Beyer, A. Butler, Caesar Burt
gcr. Chas. Smith & Sons. T. A. Jones
& Sons, Chas. Greer, T. F. Metzger.
Names of those on market who
gave vegetables, fruit, etc., each week:
Mrs. W. T. McCutcheon, Mrs. Kate
Englert, Mrs. Gertrude Leanigs, Mrs.
Kate Smith, Mrs. Lizzie Neihoff, Mrs.
Mary Sargent, Mrs. Louise Welsh,
Mrs. Matiie Matthews, Mrs. Laura
Stanley, Mrs. Henrietta Wallace, Mrs.
Mollie Carter, Mrs. Anna Futrell,
Messrs. J. IF. Graves, J. B. Brackin,
Thomas Challenor, Mack Adams,
Robert Overstreet, N. M. Seitz, A. J.
Harris, Alex Dumaine. P. S. Rat-
cliffe, E. Hall & Co, Eel Du Meaux
Joe Starr, August Legeay, Frank
Block, Joe Chenal, J. F. Bichon, J. F.
Jones, Gus Corniland. Henry Corni-
land, Fred Schmidt, K. Schmidt, E.
M. Nahor, Wiley Clark. John Schmidt
Robe Torian, J. W. Skelton, Gus
Ruoff. C. Schmidt. Frank Sanders, T.
W. Underwood. R. Dunn, Crawford
Babb, Barbara Babb, Bonds & Snell,
J. R. Cosby, N. G. Beyer. W. M.
Schmidt, N. G. Berger, Jostle Nall,
Arthur Jones, Gus afeuriel. Irvin Polk
John Lehrer. John C. Harris, W. E.
Roark, W. Rutrine, Brown & Iverlett
(fitsb). Langstaff. Orme, cord of
wood; Harth Bros., so bushels coal;
Max Naline so bushels coal; Traction
company, electric Netts, car tickets;
Paducah Watgr company. water;
Palmer house, mattress and pillows;
Rudy, Phillips & Co.. door mat, hats,
cap., e:c : Ifennebercer Hardware Co.
kitchen utensils: Hank Bros., brooms,
mops, zinc; E. P. Gilson, to gallons




Missionaries Given a Blow By Action
of .the California Authorities,
Tokio. Feb. I.—In discus'sing thc
anti-Japanese feeling expressed by a
portion of the American preaa. all
classes whose opinion is eorthy oi
consideration are significantly re-
served. The two prevailing sentiments
noticeable are a strong disdain and
contempt fo rthc papers in America
which entertain the idea dl a war be-
tween japan and the United States,
and implicit confidence in the presi-
dent. who is regarded as the true type
of American.
People who are inclined to smile
with satisfaction at the outburst' of
what appears to them as a ridiculous
agitation and at the barbarity prac-
ticed toward inocent children in a
christian land which had been classed
by missionaries and cithe'rs as a coun-
try which possessed the only true re-
ligion and the only true God.
The Japanese have no doubt been
smarting under the assumed superior-
ity of christian nations, and now find
such an occurrence amid christian
civilization, serves in their judgment
as the confession of an inferiority,
moral and otherwik.
Nforeover. the suceesafill war with
Russia has inspired the Japanese with
great confidence. and although the'
possibility of a war with the United
States is not now generally enter-
tained, it nray not be amiss to point
out that some are inclined to regard
as significant Secretary Taft's declara-
tion in regard to fortifying the Ha-
wai'an islands.
Just in Time.
Senator-elect Brown, of Nebraska,
was on the floor of the senate yester-
day and listened to the clerk reading
his certificate of election from the got'
ernor of 'his atate. Mr. Brown will
-succeed Mi. Millard. He is•a thick-
set man of medium height, with a
ACCIDUNI INSURANC[
Abram L Weil & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS--
Travelers Insurance CO.
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large. smooth-shaven face, black hair
ucah Transfer .and keen, alert, dark eyes. He is ap. Pad Companyparently just turning forty years of
age, and from Isis' sturdy Mild he
(slight to be capable of a great deal of •
(lacer ponied.)
hard work. Me. Millard politely did '
the honors and introduced Mr. Brown GENE R AL CARTAGE BUSINESS.,
to his future colleagues, -showing that
he had no ill-feeling toward him. Mr.
Millard was not, it is said, a candi-
date for re-election.
"Mr. Brown," said' a senator to
as horn he was iptroduced, "rots are
getting in at the right time—iust
when the raise of salary goes to
ff ec t."—Wa tit ington Post
SUPERIOR, FACILITIES FOR HANDLIN9 FREIGHT, 
MACHIN*
IRV AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE ascomo AND MO?. ROE. BOTH PHONE&




TIONS WERE OF A VARIED
NATURE.
The Grateful Ladies in Charge De-
sire to Extend Their Thanks
for Donations.
HOLE UPHELD.
Iowa Legislature Likely to Author-
ise Pleasure to Orphans.
Nfoitics. Iowa, Feb. i 1.--That
every boy should enjoy the glorious
privilege of the "old swimming hole"
is the contention of Iowa legislators
who were assigned to the duty of
inspecting the Iowa Soldiers' Or-
phans' home at Davenport. Some-
thing over a year ago one of the boy
inmates of the home was accidentally
drowned in the riser near the institu-
tion. The state board of control im-
mediately issued an order that none
of the children should go iii swim-
ming in the river.
The home is not pi-co:Wed with an
artificial swimming pool and in their
report the committee expressed the
opinion that not only would it he
better from the standpoint of econ-
omy to permit the boys to swim in
she river than in artificial pools but
that it will accord the unfortunate
crphan children one of those delight-
ful privileges which in after years




Makes That Amount Over All Ex-
penses by Suits Against
Corporations.
Chicago. Feb. 1r -.-!n replay to the
charge; of extravagance in the con-
duct of the corporation counsel's office
and statements regarding the result
of the city's tight against tax-dodging
corporaiona, a full report of the re-
cent tax campaign was made yester-
day at the direction of Corporation
Counsel Lewis. The report was pre-
pared by Maxwell Edgar, who 'has
been active in the litigation which has
put $2,051,473 in the municipal treas-
ury.
The records made by the corpora-
tion counsel's, office during the past
year eclipses all previous ones, and
the appropriation made to carry on
this work has not been exceeded. The
total appropriation and expense of
the law department for the year 1906
have been detrayed by the profits of
the tax bureau, and a surplus profit
of $1,657,000.
Think Editor Killed Wrong Man.
Pendleton, Ore., Feb. to—John P.
McManue, editor of the Pilot Rock
Pecotd, Fhot and killed Robert Es-
tes. a gambler, in the Pullman saloon
on Main street yesterday afternoon.
No motive is known for the shooting,
a, the men were not acquainted. It
is presumed MeNfamis took Estes for
another mate
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Anyonefailing to receive this paper
regolagjypikould report the matter to




• IVe are authorized to announce the
' etiudidaey of Jos A. Purchase for city
jailer, subject to the action of the
• ;dattoeratie party.i•
•
VeleI are authocired to announce the
earlditheic tit W. T. (Billy) Reed for
city jailer. subjett to the action of
the deruiscatl party.
Welite authorized to andounce the-
candidace of Sam L Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the acttotn of the
-derocratie party.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hyrnarsh for city
jailer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
City Treasurer.
We arc.authatized to announce the
sandidaey if William Kraus for city
treaauree, b ubj ec t to the action of the
democratic party
City Clerk.
We arc authorized to alinounce
Lity Clerk Henry Bailey as a candi-
datt for the democratic nomination
totaucceed himself as city clerk, sub-
icet to any action of the democratic
Pt imary
Tuesday Morning. February 13, 1907.
A Lefton Prom the Thaw Case.
ofteeer may be the verdict in
the "haw case, there is already a
%radio; made up by the people at
Loge .ad that is Stanford Wtite de-
eerved his fate. Man is here for a
purpose and tbat purpose is to do
attend. fly a divine decree he is
ffazed above the animal and occupies
tl'e place of a being and in the Ike-I
of his maker. We have but al
few years to spend in tlr:o Ufa Tie
eiho lives right, with die right. By
te process of natural laws, enough
vi CORM% to man, and it.is our duty
to uplift and help one another and
out add to another's' burdens.
Tlipugh_Staeford White was a man
et family and endowed with rich
. gifta from the storehouse of genial,
eet it were better for some that he
had never been born. If we are to
believe' but a small portion only of
v.-hat has been published concerning
he. career, we arc indeed conainced
that lie left a trail of disaster, &sofa-
• iloh and gloom along the walks tread.
hy,him for twenty years preceding
,lUe,tragic death. Ile was an enemy
an •mankind and ilr more dangerous
•flitirlisc beasts of the field which at
one 'bound springs upon its victim
;ALI crushes out. the spark of life.
• Though he .bore .the form of a man.
by the arts of wealth and suavly of
manner he lerc& his victims to his
den, and when rich gifts or persua-
sion failed, he invoked a subtle drug
.and, another soul was turned adrift
to stiffer the pariee,of a ruined life.
Think for a Moittent of his real char-
acter. It vs-a.s Vint of a professional
• Taoist, 'entrenched behind a high
reputation as tut' architect and the
security offered by wealth., While
• with mind and pen he planned, and
:added to. the beauties of architecture,
UR heart yearned for the destruct:on
and innocent lives.
to the point where the libertine, the
sdolterer and the rapist will be
'placed kin one common 'class and
branded as the most dangerous and
vicious of all men.
If the jury acquits Thaw we verily
believe that it will be accepted as a
erecedent throughout this whole
csuntry; and in future years when
an outraged husband, father or
brother shits down one who de-
spoils his home, the juries will ac-
quit them. We do not advocate the
irampling under foot of the laws,
but men are 'human and when these
things are brought home to them
the majority have but little sympathy
with the one who inflicts the greater I
wrong. The man who despoils a
home is a menace to every other
1-erne.
State Fire Insurance.
1: seems that a member of the Ten-
nessee senate has found a way to
bring the fire insurance trust to terms,
and it iv nothing more than the idea
of the state going into the insurance
business. To our mind the plan is
feasible if the insurers will take 'hold
of it and place their business with
the state. The Nashville Banner in
speaking of the plan says:
"Senator's Cox's resolution, direct-
ing the Insurance committee, during
the recess, to investigate the advis-
ability of hiving the state insure the
property of its citizens, is quite in
keeping with the position taken by
the Senator in his recent campaign for
the senate, and also on the line of
an earnest argument presented to
the insurance committee two years
ago, in which Mr. E. B. Stahlmen
advised that committee, as a solution
to the insuarance problem in this
state, to thorouoglily consider the
matter.
"One of the strong arguments in
favor of the proposition is that the
state has for many years insured its ,
t•wn property at a saving of the en- I
tire premium, while strictly mutual
ii,surance companies, organized by
manufacturers, millers, merchants and
others have furnished thoroughly safe
insurance to their members at a prem-
ium rate of from so to 75 per cent.
less than the rates charged by old
line companies. If such results can
be attained in that wiay why not by
an insurance department controlled
by the state for the protection of its
citiatus?
"it is n stretch of the imagine-
tion to deolare that the state, web an
insurance department ably organized,
would be able to give its citizens a
reduction of as per cent. on the pres-
ent premium rate, and yet within ten
years have '- aved enough surplue to
liquidate the statea entire bonded
indebtedness. The matter is certainly
one deserving of the most serious
consideration of the committee and
the general assembly."
As :cum as President Roosevelt
succeed* in having the public schools
of San Francisco to change their
rules t yoo suit the Japs, he will be read
for something else, and as the Thaw
trial is now occupying the stage he
might coneider it his duty to take ,
a hand in that littlecontroveesy also:1
In fast it is reported from Washing- I
ton that he wants the newspapers giv-
ing full accounts of the salacious trial
barred from the mails. We believe
under the constitution the press le
free to print any coma proceeding or
public record, and just where the gov-
ernment. would have the right to
draw the line would depend largely
on what occured in the court. We
do not believe that any publisher
would print the exact language used
in such trials, but the press certainly
has the right to publish such facts
as may be brought out in a public
trial, in a way that would not cause
offense to the readers. Every news-
raper reader in the country knows
what led up to the killing of White
by Thaw, and the newspapers in
publishing accounts of the trial are
but placing The facts before the pub-
lic, and if the accounts: were confined
representatives of the people. They
are seleoted to *speak for the people
on matters pertaining to the politic
interest. If any public utility com-
pany may go into any city and ap-
propriate its streets to the uses of
such company without asking and
receiving the consent of the people'
through their chosen representatives.
then home rule is a myth."
ABOUT PEOPLE.
Leopold, the king oi the Belgians,
is still the richest monarch in Eu-
rope after the czar. With his eaten-
business interests in the Congo,
it is estimated that Leopold, the "rub-
ber icing," receives at least $sat00,000
annually.
Daniel Oairis, the Parisian •philan-
thrppist, is dead.• In tow he Present-
ed to the French people Malmaison,
the residence of the Empress Jose-
phine, which he had purchased sev-
eral years before, and bad it restored
at great expense. It has been used as
a Napoleonic museum.
Joseph Lee, of Boston, gives an-
nually $tossoo a year in charity among
Boston children_ Since his graduation
from the lissevard law school as a
young man, his hobby has been that
of spending his money and doing
good the many ways in which only
a devotee to the cause of public phil-
anthropy can.
The champion cotton-raiser of Okla
homa, is a colored man named Alfred
Smith. He has tine only taken all the
premiums offered in that state for the
first and best cotton. but his product
has received a blue ribbon at the St
Louis world's fair.
A hale old democratic trio chatted
in the senate chamber the other after-
noon n nd attracted much attention.
They were ex-Senator 'Henry G.
Davis. of West Virginia, Senator Pet-
tus, of Alabama, and Senator Whyte,
of Maryland. They arc all over 8o,
their aggregate age being sea years.
$4.•••••••#••••••*••••••••itt•
• NEWS IN BRIEF. •
• 4
0•••••••••••••••••••••••••
--Sarah Sizemore, aged ss years.
died of consumptign Sunday night
just outside the city beyond Me-
chanic:burg, and was buried yester-
day in taw county. A huelszad and
several children survive.
—The Paducah Amusement com-
pany .s arranging for a carnival in
May. This is the first given since the
spring of too6, when they quit be-
cause the Trimble street Methodist
church complained about the racket
occasioacd by the festival that was
given on the lot beside the church. .
—Miss Minnie McClure sad Mc
Edward Brasher of Livingston county
were married here yeaterday by Rev.
J. R. Henry of the Kentucky avenue
Pretrhyter;an church.
—The United States gunboat Padu-
cah arrived Sunday at Mobile. Ala.,
to take part in the Mardi Gras.
—vvest Jefferson street residents
complain about a thief, driving hii
wagon up in broad daylight and steal-
ing hay from the stable lofts.
—Chief Collins has received a let-
ter notifying 'him the Memphis police
offer a POO reward for arrest of the
footpad who knocked Mrs. Eugene
donovan in the head with a brick
or blunt inetrumena last Saturday
night, on the street there, and break-
ing her neck. She dropped dead and
the body was then robbed.
—M. G. Sale of eon South Fifth set
a big trap in the yard and a mother
rate entered it and gave birth to nine-
teen little ones yesterday.
MEETS DEATH IN
TERRIBLE FORM
Ashland Man Suffocated While Sit-
ting in His Chair by the Fireplace.
Ashland, Ky., Feb. ii —One of the
most 'horrible tragedies that has been
enacted in Ashland for years was the
death of George Nevitt, a leading
plumber, who was found dead in his
home late in the day on Saturday.
When found, he was sitting in a chair
with his feet on the lounge, dreoted
in his working clothes, 'his hat on and
a letter in his hand from his wife.
%silo, with their three little children,
is visiting in Kenton, 0. The coro-
ner's jury rendered a verdict of death
from suffocation. Nevitt had been
employed by the Union Plumbing
company, and failed to report for
work on Friday. and when he failed
to show tip on Saturday, his employ-
trial the people would continue to 
crs grew uneasy, and sent .a man to
his home to investigate. The fronttalk about aad'discuse the matter and door was ajar, and when the mcs-in less than six months everything senger entered and opened the door'aid at the trial, and much more than of the sitting room, he found the
was said by the witnesses, would be room at almost furnace heat and
s Nevitt dead, as were also a cat andcattered to the remotest parts of several kittens that were lying on aWe care not who it was that was the coantry. People will talk about rug.se ;wAttistrittlental in ending his career, or what they see and hear and some- Nevitt worked all day Thursday,
d, Ts that prompte  the act, times tell of things they did not see and the supposition is he went home• pagiety is better off. The details of or 'hear- cold and turned the gas on full, at
..alik!.id!!!!!!!. Iron- sr-mealthy moral atmosphere,
offensive to those who?
'but when we consider the fact that
tfiss-itteer Marian vultures are about seek-
ing to prey upon the innocent and
to wreck happy homes, it Might be
vell for the whole truth to be told
, Ole startling facts to becomee_ _sas
orenefaily aiijawn with the hope that
the public conscience may be aroused
merely to stating the names of thei
witnesteh snd the progress of the
In Tennessee the corporations are
endeavoring to wipe out local self-
government by enacting a law that
will take from the several city coun-
BURNING COBS REDUCE EXPENSES AT 777
AT OW:NSBORO CITY LIGHTING PLANT
COAL HIGH AND POOR ARE
USING COBS FOR
FUEL.
They Cost roc Per Load and 35c
to Get Them
Hauled.
tOweneboro, Ky., Feb. I.—Corn-
cobs at forty-five cents a load are
at present, while coal is so high, ans-
wering the purpose of fuel with the
poorer classes: Many loads of corn-
cobs' are being carried daily away
from the levee, where they are
thrown out of the cornsheller of the
Owensboro' granary. The price per
load for thea doba ts ten cents at the
granary, and the men who haul them
charge thirty-five cents for making
their trips. Last week as many as a
(liven men were engaged in hauling
ehe cobs. but Friday night they en-
tered an agreement not to haul cobs
under fifty cents a load, making a
raise of fifteen cents per load.
One man, D. Craig, would not en-
ter into this agreement, thinking that
thirty-five cents for hauling a load
within the city limas, was pay suf-
ficient. As a result of this refusal he
was the only man to do any liatiling
from the granary yesterday. The
other teamsters left their teams
standing in the stable. It is claimed
by the people who arc using the cobs
that they are cheaper than kindling
and answer the purpose much bet-
ti:
TEN MILLIONS FOR AUTOS.
Big Aggregate in Sales at the Chi-
cago Show
Of the ao.000 people who filled tne
Coliseum arx1 the First Regiment
armory last night few if any realized i
that the machines which stood on ex- '
1
 
hibitton and the thousands of others
1
)
ONE MAN TO, LAID OFF WHILE THE TROUBLE MANWILL BE D PitNSED WITH AS THE LIGHTS ARE WORK-ING ADMIRABLY NOW—GASOLINE ENGINE AND LARGERPUMPS NEEDED AT THE SA NITARY SEWERAGE SYSTEM'SPUMPING STATION—EACH DEPARTMENT WILL HAVE TOBEAR ITS OWN EXPENSES HEREAFTER.
1 ln order to see if the board ofworks cannot get along with one man
loss at the city electric lighting plant
and thereby reduce to that extent
the operating expenses of that muni-
cipal institution, P,esi.. Wi,isciii.
of the board yesterday isstied insPAt-
-irons to Supennteeilept Kecbler .of
1-.e plant to lay of t e attache%i
elt In the pa at five me have been
conhected with dos. ph a . but the
superintendent is to rearrange the
working force and see how it can
be operated with only four.
When the new make of arc lights
were put up last December, together
with the new electrical machines in
the power house, it was evident it
would take some time to get the
lamps in good running order, as
r;any reports came in from over the
city showing they would go out often
and refuse to burn. To overcome
these defects as rapidly as possible
the board of works thas kept a
'"trouble man" at the power house
as late Is 10 o'clock each evening so
that whenever a communication came
io that a light was out dos plan could
la' bustled to the point and I M !Tit' -
dia tely repair the arc. As the system
isss gotten into' good running order
&sow and very seldom reports come
in of lights being out, the board has
done away with the "trouble man"
at the department at night.
Superintendent Keebler has been
eistructed by the board to sec that
the expense of running the sanitary
sewerage pumping station house at
Third and C'.ay streets during the
harh water period be charged up to
the sewerage system department and
not to the light plant When the
riser was so high up und last week,
the pump at the station had to be op-
erated to force sewage and offal outwhich the factories turn out were the ai the sewers. The board had menpeoduets of the labor of a larger force put to work at the pumping houseof men than that available for na- under supervision of Supeeintenclent
This statement is vouched for by Col- were employed to look after the
1
tional defence in the regular army Xcebler,. and for several weeks they
one! Pope. president of the National pun-ping machines at considerableAssociation of Licensed Automobile expense, which will have to be borneManufacturers. who ako made the by the sewer department.statement that the European builder The private electric light companywould soon hare to came to this furnished the electrical current furcountry for lats models, says the Chi- opt ration of the pumping machinescago Chronicle. fat cost of $2: per day, and in orderThe care in construction which has , to avoid this heavy expense whenformerly been the boast of the for- the river gets high again the board
I C system meet to frame up' the
eign auto maker as over the hurry of directed 'Superintendent Keebler to .his American competitor and destruct- new schedule of wages they will takesee which would cost less hereafter. to Chicago and ask the raihasad of
price cutting which was expected. inn of rigging up one of the oldwere his chief claims iupporting i ficials to pant for thc year following
the , electrical machines at the city power-superiority of his goods. the present wage scale, which expires!house to furnish current for OrelThe cars on exhibition at the show • •pumprng station machines, or o in- _t • ‘hurtir .which present examples of the be tr,John G. Relikopi returned lao'tall a gasoline engine at the pomp- . 'foreign and American makes, repre- , vening from Flint, Mich , Chicago
ing station to furnish power for thesent to those who know the auto no
pumps The superintendent yester-
bought several hundred more new
and other Worthen points where hemore diSparaging comparison than an
even break for the American-built 1113. 
day- informed President Wilhelm that
!niggle: and vehicles for his stock.a gasoline engine would prove the I
les:, expensive, as it could be bought -.LID"I FIGHT DIM FATALLY
Verdict i of the Purchasers.
- ( h : h and installed for $1,soo, be run with .
terilay finished placing the wooden
footwalk along the dirt street anti
fill running along Thirteenth front
Jackson to Adams street, the wall:svay ending on liunkett's Hill and
being a great convenience for pedes-
trians going back and forth to the
railroad shops closely.
Today work will be ccimasenced on
the plink walk to be Ind along Nine-
tienth street from Ate. .0111 Clinton
road to Tennessee street. The teet-
otal company has dug up Nineteenth
priparatory to layiug the...rails fe'•
the new division going that way, and
rain coming, the thoroughfare is con-
verted into such a mud puddlle that
this temporary plonk passage way
has to be laid peodow; contplitiou
of the car line, sad pilssiog the high-
way back good, permanent shape
chine.
Ilits is the ver(1,ct . .
after close inspection and an unusual
opportunity to see the various makes,
on the floor side by side and to test I
them one after the other on the road.
As a sample of the business done in,
automobiles during the year, a promi-
nent manufacturer submitted attested'
figures to show that one concern had
cold $8.cioca000 worth of cars. A New
York visitor who had attended both
shows in that city and who had come
to Chicago expecting to be some-
what disappointed in the volnme of
business done at the show acknowl-
edged that the Chicago 'show had led
the New York shows in the sales ad
that Chicago appears to be the great
central anto market.
Higher Prices Necessary.
The soaring of the auto prices.
which is regarded with dread by the
moderately placed buyer, is declared
an escsntial to the industry by the
manufacturers who are steadily corn-
'less trouble.and expense, and always
he handy for use. The board of
works will lay before the general
council the propos:tion of purchasing
this gasoline engine and charge the
cost up in prorating the expense of
the No. 2 sewer district, which is
now being laid, and which additional
mains tend to necessity of the en-
gine, while also when this new 
trict is finished and attached to the
old one, the present pumps at the
Third and Clay station house will not
be large enough to force sewage and
of ml out of the combined systems,
therefore larger and more powerful
pumps will be needed. The question
o' this new pump also being included
as part of the sewerage system cost
will be laid before the general coun-
cil.
Another thing the board of works
has effected is to charge to the city
market house department the costpeting with the high-power touring the city light plant attaches look.cars and runabout. of French and ing afer the electric lights in theItalian make. The sixacylinder, hailed market house building. Current foras more or less of a freak a year or these arc lights is furnished by theco ago, has now become an (-stab- private electric company, the citylished institution and most of the plant not being ern:tipped for houseAmerican builders are using this type .lighting. The private companyas one of their products.
J. H. White. of Meriden, Conn.', 
charges the market house to cents
per i,000 kilowatts if the private corn-made 6.000 miles under various speed. pany trims and looks after the mac-and over roads of many kinds in a ket lights. or 7/2 cents per Loco kilo-model K tpoe Winton, with the trio watts if the eity electricians supervisefling cost of go cents for repairs the lights. The city plant ittachesby the need of replacing an oiler do this, thereby saving the market-ratchet. A. A. Marshall, of Fiteh" house fund twenty-five per cent ofburg, Mass., drove a Winton of the the cost that would accrue if theX-IV type, a slight modification of private ecrrpoiation's Men trimmedthe model X, from Boston to his ttie lights. As this trimming andhome through ten inches of snow in ether •similiar work oanotients to athree and a half hours. The sales of
the Winton and of the Royal ma- 
good deal, the .market house fund will
have to pay ,for the work whirl) here-chines have been. heavy. 
tefore was charged up to the public
light department.
Similar action has been taken re-
garding the street force-cleaning up
around the market house. Hereafter
the cost incurred by the street men
cleaning utethe refuse and dirt caused
by.the market will be charged to the
cite the control of the streets, to twice its natural size and was so elarly accented as a synonym for all The Knoxville Journal and Tribune decomposed it had to be disinfected that is arctic and sterde, it is becom- market fund, but the accuentilations
men yes-ott 
that do not arise from the marketre-
says.: "The streets of a city belong to 
before the undertakers could tip- ing clearer every year that few  .
the inhahitatnts of the city and the 
proach. One paragraph in bis.-wife's gions of the earth are more capable building direct are carted away at
mayor and rity rotincil arc tle chosen self and the cate." l man food. otrect A
f the street de artment.
letter read: "Take good cart IpPaopr- of prodocing immenke 'torts of hit- I e7ense ° 
Itsspector esili 
P.
t The Winton multiple disc clutch
!
has proved of distinct advantage in
giving the very minimum of loss of
power in the transmission of the driv-
ing momentum to the rear axle.
the same time sitting down to read
his wife's letter that had beep left
in the afternoon by the postman. The
room being small, will no ventila-
tion, the oxygen was soon exhausted,
and the unfortunate man was smoth-
ered to death. His, body was swollen
•
eht-•
Th,ough the name of Siberia is por-
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
• PERSONAL MENTION. •
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Deputy -U. S..hilerehel,Waelt Brown
and wife have gone to Nek' Orleans
to attend Mardi Gras:
' Colonel Victor Van de Male left
Sunday for a drumming trip to Illi-
nois.
Mr. Faurice Nash is here from
Louisville on bunnies.-
Mr. J. J. Dufour. the traveling man
of New York. is in the city.
Mr. Charles Spillman left yester-
day morning for a trip to West Tee
fletlee.
Attorney C. H. Wilson of Smith-
land, was here yesterday.
Mr. Edgar Starks of illentonis .is
in the city on business
Mrs. G. Blancett of Cairo is visit-
' ng Mrs. Edaw rd Thurman of South
Third.
County jailer James leak, r
gone to Hot Springs and Arkansas
MU. S. L Ynntise yesterday wet:
to visit in Louisville.
Mts. J. V. Alvord of Aurora, Ill.
has returned home after coming her,
10- an operation OR her eye
Mr. Earl. Walters yesterdas went
to Marion. Ky. on business.
Mr Quincy Wallace, of the Order
Railway Carmen of this city, left'o.st night for Memphis, where car-
t it,, delegates from over the entire
••••••••• ••••••
Man is Shot in Argument Between
"Wets" and "Drys"
-Cleveland. 0., Feb it —A probahe•
rata! shooting, directly attributed tothe hot fight between the Notting-
ham "wets" and "drys," occurred inthe village of Euclid this morning.
Basnow. who was the man
witness against John Lenartic recent
ly.convicted of selling liquor illegal!).
snot Frank Janoch through the bold)
and physicians say death will ensue
Casnow's life had been threatened b.
cause of his testimony against Lena7-
ti.- and "drys" claim he shot Janoch
in self-defense.
Mayor Kennedy, who is charged
with gambling, says he will close up
everything tight as a. arsrn. Church
fa7rs and fish pond socials, he de-
clares. are worse than poker playing.
.kt a meeting last night prior to the
shooting abusive epithets were ap-
plied. Winiam Jones, president rei
the council, also charged with 'gang+
ling, declared in an impassioned
speech '' that if some people of tin-
town go to heaven t want to gja
the other place." ; .
MUST NOT TALK OF TAW
Atlantic City Saloon Keeper Forbids
Patrotts to Discuss the Case..
rm.
Atlantic City, N. J., Feb. rt.—"No
discussion of the Thaw case is al-
lowed in this saloon" is the latest
order posted by local hotel keepere,
who declarC that the arguments en-
gendered by the famous legal battle
take on too much the appearance or'
incipient riots.
One saloon koeper has even gone
so far as to set aside • back room
in which disputants who wish to
argue out .Their _opinion of .iihrry
Thaw and4pe riglj'ts in shooting Stan-
ford \Vhite can. 'hold forth without
tying up business at the bar.
The man who :kirks himself goes
back oil his best friend.
Most men of proMinenee are highly

































Of Mixture Plaid or Stripe, sold
for $10, $15, $18, $20,
$22.50 and $25.
Are now selling for
Sossoo









EP 'REDUCING TO FERMI/ER THE WASTED PARTS OF THEANIMAL VATICMIE THEY PR EVENT THESE WING SCAT-*TERM alIDUMP MID LY1 NG IN ACCUMULATIONS THATDECOMPOSE AND CAUSE U NHEALTHY STENCHES — THESUTOMINS DO NOT "'THINK "CENTRAL SLAUGHTER PEN"IDEA A. VERY GOOD ONE, AND AGREE TO THE INCINE-RATORS.
m.•••••••••011.
A partill solurion of the •sLitaghter lot the °pities thee would not workeen question 'inside the city has been satisfactorily at ail, because too luaus•ar-ived at by the municipal board of would here wame say in ,rsoning thehealth and the hietchere who maintain affair. and the probabilities arc theyshavglinering establishments within could not agree. Dr. Sights' idea inthe coporate limit a. This couctusion this move was to in this manner stop
.:ac of the slaughter pens inside the
city, where such odors arise making
It very unhealthy for the surrounding
residents.
.\fter thoroughly going over the
rteeetion the butchers finely agreed
to nut these irk-memoirs at their
pens inside town, and as soon as
cattle arc killed to put the parts not
needed into the reducing apparatus.
This will pren-ent the %rasted portionsof the antruat horn being thrown
around over the pen yard and builki.
ing to become an unhealthy mass by
eccomposition from which unhealthy
s.ench arises, much to the detriment
of people residing arnund the places.
The other .hitchers with pens in-side team v.11 tifil seep about putting
incinerators in their places also, and
,the matter agitated until they . arc
I
compelled to do so, if they dos not
VA( kindly to it. Messrs. William
Jones, Henry Kolb and othertedn this
business were at the cionfereenele last
evening. while those of the healthbody present were Dr. C. H. Broth-
ers, 1>r. Sights, Dr. 'Brookso Dr.!Graves, Messes. James fineetb ' and
'Votes.
—
as reached during a conference last
mien between this members of the
health board and tire lbutchere, a
number of the lathe- agrteing to
place incinerators at their slaughter
pens foe purpose of reducing to ler-
tilner a:1 the offal and refuse ac-
cumulating around their establish-
serum ?Ina will put the pens .on
a. I,igh standard of sanitary excell-
ency as possible under the circusn-
PtanreS, and this being partially satis-
factory to the board of health, they








for a central slaughter pen to be
twainteincd at nhicli all tle,
bat( hers should be compelled to kill
teen' cattle, and thereby do away
uith the individual pens now main-
usined by every firm. Dr. H. 1'.
SIghte of the health board thad sug-
gested that a central pen be con-
s:reacted out beyond the cemetery
war Perkins creek and all butchers
required to kill their Cows, *heels.




ING Ill THE SERVICES
NIGHTLY.
Asaistant Pastor Rev. I. R. Clark
PEW rust Baptist Churth
Pulpit.—Religious News.
A rousing *setting is being con-
ducted at•the -Rescue Miseion on
South Third iitriet, if 'being 'entirely
in charge of' ladies, as' Res-. Chiles
as confined ibed with art attack of
la grippe. conducting
the services with assisiance of Mrs.
Witilbburtt is Mrs. Mary, inohle
workers of S. Louis, and 'Mrs. Fox
who 'is visiting friends in Mechanics-
burg. Last night an unusually large
crowd was present. and a nomber of
conversions are being made. The
.eopehipt ate held nightly and every-
loody is welcome.
Paster Confined.
On account of Rev. Calvin Thomp-
son's Illness with lagrippe the assis-
tant pastor. Rev. J. R. Clark, preach-
ed morning and evening att the First
Ilaptift chortle He was to have fill-
ed the Moeda Tvielfth street mission
i pulpit that evening, but Rev. E. II'.Pi (Cunningham preached there.--
Mechanicsburg Revival. ,too i • 1 , - .
J. B. Perryman of the Me-
3 riliTiviI '11day,,a.e'that pudding, as-
sisted by. licer.. C. 1..- Adiltis of Bowl-
ing.i  Gree• ti, KY': SfrviNa are fluid'
' each day at 3 p. m. and Y p. m.
'




The Wiilin Workers of the Ger-
man Evangelical church will meet
with Mrs. . cTorge Katterjolan of
'VIEW Jefferson street, on Thursday,
elattrary aR, instead Of February
PROF. CHARLES OLD RIEVEHAD N'ARROW ESCAPE
FROM LOSING.
Got to New Orleans When He HadOnly Forty-five Minutes Left in
the Time Loathe
Paducalrans will be pleased to learnthat Professor Charles Oldrieve haswon his $5,00o wager that be cetuldwalk on the bosom of the Ohio andMississippi rivers from Cincinnati toNew Orleans in forty days. Hereached New Orleans Sunday justforty-five minutes before the fortydays' in with he was to make thejourney expired. Ile left CiracinnatiJanuary r and ended his journey Feb-ruary to. A dispatch from New Or-leans follows':
New Orleans, La., Feb. 14,—Prof.Charles , Oldrieve today Wein theworld's c iampionship and $5,000 bywalking the water from Cincinnati,0., to New Orleans.. a- (lists:nee oft,600 miles, in thirty-nine daystwenty-three hours and fifteen min-utes.
He walked only during'the daylighthours using tedar shoes, lour feetfiveinches long, five inches broad andseven inches deep. His wife rowedbeside him all the way. In n gasolineboat preceding Oktrieve were Capt.J. W. 1,Veatherington, of Dallas, Tex..who hacked the water-wallfee, andArthur Jones, representing. EdwardWilliams, of Boston, who laid thewager.
at
MISS ELLA GOINS AND MR. LEVY MATHEWS OF FANCY FARMHAVE GIVEN AUTHORITIES THE SLIP SO FAR, WITH AIDOF CUPID—BERT ROBERTS FOUND HIDING IN TRUNKAT SISTER'S HOME ON HARRISON .STREET — BURGLARSPLAYED RETURN DATE AT HUGGS DRUG STORE ANDMADE GOOD HAUL—JOHN &MUNE PLACED BACK ON PO-LICE FORCE BY THE COMMISSIONERS.
Ass EUa Gains :old Mr. Levy
Mathews, of Fancy Farm, Graves'
county, are being sought by the police
at requese of their parents, who tele-
phoned the Paducah officers to look
for and arrest the young couple.
The pair of lovers ran am4y from
their home yesterday morning with
object of getting married, and are
thought to have come to this city,
hence instructions for their arrest,
hut the police have notArt'sueceeded
in locating them. The girl is only
fourteen years of age while the groom
is aboat twenty-two, small and heavy
set, wore dark suit of clothing, and
has dark, curly hair.
The parties at the other end of the
line telephoned again last evening to
know if 'the elpoing pair had been
intercepted, and were inforgaed they
had not. Chief Collins had the pa-
trolmen watch all the boats yesterday,
presuming the couple would go to
Metropolis fear the ceremony, the girl
being no young, but the two seen to
have successfully eluded the author-
ilk.., who have nut espied them as
yet.
Both come of well known families
of that section.
Captured at bait.
'Bert Roberts, Paducah's worst
young criminal, was at last capturea
yesterday morning, this time being
hauled front ineide a trunk-into which
he had crawled at the home of his
sister. Mrs. Virgil Hart of 312 Harrj•
son street. He was found by Officers
'Wood and Moore, and detectivesBaker anal .Mourf who hustled him off
to the county jail where he is being
held. pending depaeture for the re-
form school at Lexington.
Sunday night the officers got a tip
that Roberts would try to catch the
Cairo rutgoing freight train over the
I. C. and escape to Illinois. Detec-
tives Moore and Baker boarded the
train in the West Tennessee street
yards sod hoped to nab the kid when
he jumped aboard. By the time Ninth
and Boyd was reached Roberts had
not boarded the train, so the detec-
tives got off and met the policemen.
who were also on the Roberts hunt.
and all got word be was at his sis-
ter's home. At a o'clock yealterdee
morning they Went there, awoke ev-
erybody .and searched the house.
They were preparing to go out the
door when one esp4ed the nay of a
trunk Pticking from under edge of the
bed. This looking suspicious, they
threw up the lid of the trunk that
was sitting closeby, and to their stir -
prise and satisfaction they found
Roberts crouched inside, with nothing
on but his night clothing, evidencing
he had been in bed when the author-
ities arrived, and hurriedly leaped into
the trunk. In order to take no
chances the officers circled around him
while he dressed, and he' was marched
off to jail with twOon each side. De-
tective Moore will take him to the
Lexington institution. Roberts was
one of the five started from berg last
week for the school, and at LonisSille
while changing trains 'he gave Detec-
tive Moore the slip as they were en-
tering the depot. He rode a freight
train to Henderson, then on the Joe
Fowler to Paducah, beating back the
officers who went on to Lexington
with the other four kids who were
pat in the institution. All five con-
fessed to robbing Les Clark's grocery
on North Twelfth, Mitchell's grocery
on North Ninth. and Dunn's drug
store at Seventh and Clay.
Church Enlargement.
The committee of the FIrst Baptistclench, in charge of the question of
en/r.rging the building occupied by,the North, Twelfth street Baptist Meg-
S101T1 met last evening and went over
the proposition in detail, but haveas yet reached notking definite inthis regard
again entered, this time ateahttg abook of blank money orders whichthe American Express company keptin the branch office tbere. Several finecase knives were gone, while thefine cash register was found in theback yard. the robbers having broken
McCune Back on Force.
During the meeting of the police
commissioners last night John Mc-
Cune was elected to the position of
patrolmen on the force, to take the
place made vacant by resignation
three weeks, ago of David Gips, who
quit to return to railroad engineering.
Patrolman McCune has been on the
force for several years., but the first
of last month was superseded by an-
other. Now he goes back on and
assumes his duties today.
City Physician Harry Williamson
asked the commissioners to permit
the patrol waspon to carry him arund
over the city whene he goes to call
upon the pauper sick that are given
medical attention at cost of the public
OrnTerneirrent. As that is not what a
patrol wagon is intended for, the com-
missioners promptly rejected the. doc-
tor's request.
The papers in the thirty police bin
are now' being copied so the transcript
can be filed with the Frankfort ap-
pellate court where the litigation will
be carried. Judge Reed declared the
bill valid: The republicans in the city
general council, who are desirious of
getting the bill knocked out have em-
ployed lawyers to fight it in the
courks., while the city solicitor willi
represent the police commissioners
and municipal government. Employ-
ment of the lawyers by the republi-
cans shows they are not satistied with
Judge Reed's decision, and aloa the
handling of it by the city solicitor,
despite the fact the republicans are
the ones who asked thatiobe left with




MR. LILGURN CLYNE PASSED
AWAY OF STOMACH
TROUBLE.
Son of Councilman Frank Mayer
Died Yesterday—Many Attended
Mrs. Tanhauser's FtuieraL
Mr. James Lilburn Clyne died at
noon Sunday at their home lit the La-
mont. 'section of the county, after a
long illness with neuralgia of the
stomach. The remains will be brought
to this city this morning and the
funeral services conducted by Rev.
G, W. Banks at the Trimble street
Methodist church at to o'clock Burial
follows at Oak Grove cemetery.
The deceased was 34 years of age
and a young man of numerous friends,
both in the city and county. He
suffered from the ailment for about
five months, before succumbing.
For years the deceased was con-
nected with the Bauer pottery of
North Seventh street, and is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. William Clyne, form-
er the tobacconist who for years
lived on Harrison between Fifth and
Sixth streets, but moved to the coun-
try a few years ago.
Besides his parent: he is survived
by two brothers. Measrs. Harry and
Frank Clyne, and two sisters, Misses
Attie and Oneta Clyne.
The deceased Was single and a very
popular young fellow.
Child Passes Away. '
Ernest Edward. the three-months-
old son of Councilman nisi Mrt.
Frank Mayer, died at 6 o'clock yes-
terday morning at their home in ttoti
South Sixth tiect, death resulting
from croup. Thia afternoon it a
o'clock the funeral services will be
held at the residence, Rev. W. F..
Cave of the First Presbyterian church
officiating. Interment follows at Oak
Grove cemetery.
Lsst Sad Tribute.
Many friends gathered Sunday
afternoon at the residence of Mrs.IN AT $28,000, Peppie Levy of Seventh and Monroe
treets, to pay the last tribute of
-espect to memory 61 Mn.. Clara
Tan'hatraer, whose funeral was* held
At this home at that time, RabbiTRIG SUM PAID FOR RIGLES- Lovitsa officiating. Interment fol.BERGER MILL GROUND
ANY) BUILDINGS.
S.
*Aster Commissioner Disposed of
Paducah Ground and Arkansas
La-d Stock in Smith Case.
Master Commissisner Cecil Reed of
the circuit court yesterday sold the
Riglesbetger mill property on South
Third street for $36.e00, it being
bought in by Judge R. T. Lightfoot
for' the Riglesberger heirs After the Aklerrrum Hannon Able to Bedisposal at public outcry the pur- Yesterday—Other Sick andchasers thd not execute a sale bond. Injured.guaranteeing payment of the money
for the ground, so the master Co...- Alderman Edward Hannonmit:sinner gave them until the second able to be at his office yesterday forMonday of March, at which time he
will sell it over again, ii the bond is
not made out and signed by thcm. It
is believed the heirs are preparing to
form a stock company to buy in the Mr. Clarence NfcCord, of the W. J.ground, which is that occupied by the Gilbert drug store at Fourth andold drigleaberber mill on South Third. Broadway, is threatened with an at-The rommissioner sells the land put- tack of pneumonia at his room in thesu.ant tc orders of the circuit court, Rock homestead on Fifth and Mon-whore the suit for winding up of the
Riglesber estate now penda. Mr.
Reed sold the property some weeks
ago to Jeff D. Reed for $37,000, but
the latter failing to execute a sale
bond then, the sale was declared off
and ground put up at outcry again.
The master commissioner yesterday
sold Meyers street property to Wil-
ham R. Hendrick in the suit of thePlayed Return Date. Bank of Hazel against %V. B. Smith.Saturday night about to o'clock The bank got jodgment against Smithburglars were scared otst of the Hugg for the a-mount of a loan made him,drug store at Twelfth and Munroe and the property sale proceeds go toby Dr. Hugg, who lives upstaire but paying off the judgment.came down on hearing the noise at, in the same case too shares of stockthe front door, so bolting the doors in the Arkansas Land company, wereand seeing he scared them away be- bought in by W. A. Berry for $2,too.
1fore they stole anything, he returned Gip Husbands bought Elizabeth'to bed. Sunday morning on coming street property for $oo, in the casedown hc found the thieves had re- where the . commonwealth of Ken-turned, cut a window' glass out, and tocky (old Perry Bryant's property
so•there could be taken out of the
sale proceeds the amount of bond
Bryant jumped, when released on bail.
after being arrested for breaking into
Wollerstein's clothing store, lie
skipped out and never showing up for
trial, the bond was forfeited, andit open with a hatchet- and stole $so mortgaged property now sold.it contained. They overlooked $30oin a bag in the safe where the money I A new broom andorder blanlee were taken from, make a clean sweep.
toned at thc Jewish cemetery in the
county-.
Rodie Loebensteinii nephew of
the ileceaked: accompanied here the
remain' front Warrensburg. Mo..
v.liere Mrs. Tanhauser died. A niece,
Mee Louis Weiller arrived Sunday
morning from Chicago for the funeral.
She and Mr. Loebenseein returned








the first time in several weeks, dur-
ing which period he was confined with
fever at his home on Fifth and Har-
rison.
roe.
Mr. Abe Burch continues quite ill
at her home, tilt Monroe street, with
general dchqity and old age infirm-
nice
Elizabeth. the r-r-old girl of
Mrs. M. E. Ingram oi South Sixth
street, fell off the banisters of the
Franklin school building steps yes-
terday and broke her right arm. The
afternoon papers erroneously said she
fell at the Longfellow building at
iehth and Harrison..
Maple, the Is-year-old son /If Mr.
M. Abernathy of Sixteenth and Ten-
nessee, is laid up at home with a
jagged wound in his abdomen, caused
by striking a sharp-pointed nail while
sliding down the banister from second
to first floor at the Dixie Knitting
mill on Eighth and Jones, where lie
is employed.
POLICE RAID A SALOON
WITH TWO FIRE LADDERS
Springfield, 0., Feb. It —In the
presence of 3,000 persona, the police
climbed to the roof of Patrick Kehoe's
saloon Sunday on fire ladders
and rounded tip twenty-eight patrons
of the liquor store who had fled to





Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes e
the skin soft, smooth and t̀
white. Semoves a/1 blem-
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FURNISHED ROOMS with first
class board. 533 Madison St., cor
FOR SALE—Drug store, stock and
tofww cases at a bargain, • Apply a:
the Register.
For up-to-date cleaning and prais-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phooji
POR RENT—New brick 1:14ase
2311 Jefferon-6 desirable rooms sid
very desirable place, by month or
year. Apply J. B. HALL
1,141IT1'EMORE REAL ESTATF:
AGENCY Fraternity building. •
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sew
oath and Broadway. Apply o B. ti
Scott.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unruarned men between
ages of at and 35; otiaens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits who can speak, read
sad write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accoemtent.
Viii) post, e.xarrune, systematize am/
audit books by the day, week or tbe
job. Terms reaeonable.





Paducah Real Estate. Western Kee -
1
 tucky -Farms. Easy Monthly Pay -
!vent Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price list Fret to Everybody. Sem'
for it. Office Fraternity Building.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, Padu-
cah:, E.
mar... • 7 • • •r,in. were told the:
they IllttaL 4114.^.v a warrant. Sergeant -
Creager led the way and five doors
were chopped in before the attic wa-
reached. The steel door could tool
be broken. Becoming desperate, his
afternoon Chief O'Brien appealed to
Mayor Todd for two fire department
ladders. The men caught danced on
the roof and hooted at the police
thinking there was no way to get
them. When the ladders were raised
and detectives mounted with drawn
revolvers, the men were marched to
jail. The bartenders were arrested
on the charge of violating the Snnady
closing law.
Musings of the Cynic.
A good-hearted man carries part of
it in his pocketbook.
Perhaps the world isn't as' bad 34
the people who talk about it.
Some self-made men give the im-
pression that they have cheated them-
selves.
Strategy consists in finding the
enemy's weakness before he finds mire
If a man doesn't land in jail before
he becomes a millionaire he is reason-
ably safe.
The woman who looks as though
she had a secret sorrow is always in-
teresting tilt ate tries to tell it to
vou.—New York Times.
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and_Agatite Cement'l
gteM KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM










Just sample any other per-
fame in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
'THERE'S A REASON.' We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We knovi‘how to show
you perfumes. Our k.n,owledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since









because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injory.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is mim-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by









THE WOODEN WOMAN. ACCIDENTS AT FIRES.
HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNED =PLOSIONS OFTEN DO
HER THOUGHTS. WORST DAMAGE
BY I. K. FRIEDMAN.
The occupunts of the other apart-
silents in the tenement cellist her 'ohs
woucten womane"lhe expression on
Iter lace, which never chauged, user
woodeny, and even when sue moved
about she second to be carved out Id
wood.
lu the stammer when the weathes
was pleasant she sat outside ou the
iteps, her hands folded in her lap, as if
atm saw nothing of tne lite teat was go-
,ng on around her, as If she were com-
pletely absorbed by ' ?something that
was going on in her mind—her mind that
everyboey thought was as vacant as the
stere in her eyes.
Whenever the weather was unpleasan
or cold she sat to Der kttcheu with het
hands folded in her lap, the same VIICIU11
stars in her big, calm eye/. This kitcheu
tself was a dark. windowless room, cut
rff from all light by the surrounding
walls, but she kept it scrupulously clean,
and somehow it wore a cheerful air
even though she was forced to keep the
amp burning there by day as well as by
night is order to see.
Moreover, this kitchen contained
oar.d-made, hand-carted cupboard—
ailed with old china that sparkled lilts
eolished brass—in which sho seemed
to take a particular delight, for her va-
cant stare was always turned toward it
as if it were filler" with associations of
newsier days instead of plates and
saucers. Over the cupboard a clock
klekeel away—ticked away like hex own
Wes monotonously, without the &lista-
est variation, bttt wiin a certain ma-
chine-like tranquillity aad content.
"If the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood were
to cnange places." said one of her neigh
bore to another, "I doe't think either
would know it."
Ths eootlen womgn had lived in the
htnement for nearly a year and she was
never \nowt. to say more than 'goo('
Looming" oe "r,00l niehte to anybody.
sot even to her two roomers. who neves
stieurptcd to ereuk lu on her reserve,
ate, :sees: s the :act tout they lad a
landlady wee nes erneterterce Itu tem)
privacy. If people Mined to her
listened with the fixed, vacant esprit-
'ion of the deaf, as if she hadn't heard
nodded as If she understood, but gave no
reply.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
tier cupboard—a proposition that actual.
ly shocted the wooden woman Into life;
for she 'hanged color, moved her hands
up to her face as if to ward off a blow ems
said plaintively: 'Sell my cupboard!
How cant' My husband made itl"
"Your huebend is a csuesenter, then?"
Sealed the visitor'"Yes, a carpenter and a sailor."
'Wb.cre is be now?'
The wooden woman let the question
pave unanswered, per bands folded In
her lap, her eyes closed as if by speak.
hot she had committed a cardinal sin
and as if she were still appalled by the
sound of her own roles.
One day the owner of the tenement
hired the wooden woman, v.ho was very
poor, to do some scrubbing for him in
another building that be owned in the
amelleorhood But she had scathe!,
started to her task when she was over
come by the fear that her roomers might
Rithest Prices Paid for Second-iiaud return home in the evening before ails
did and not end the hall lamp lighted.
STOVES AND FURNITURE do she rushed back to her kitchen and
sat there all day, with her hands folded,
listening to the tick of the remorseless
alociL
Whenever she left her home, whenever
she stepped outside of the circle that
habit had drawn around her and within'
whiter it had Axed her, she became as
panic-stricken, as lost as if she had been
removed beyond the borders of civilize.
eon and dropped in the heart of an Aire
can jungle.
When the spring came the tenement
was surprised one day to hear the sound
of a woman's voice talking blithely ano
• ly in Mrs. Kirkwood's apartment
When that name yoke burst Into rats
turoos song the tenement was all aEton-
tshment. But hoe one exerres the
tenement's einasement when it came te
recognize that the voice Octet:gad te
none other than Sire. Kirkwood loose:0
Had she gone crazy?
Mrs. Kirk% oodai nenners set the (etre
at the tenement at rest; the woocen
woman's husband ha...! come borne ones.
pectedly late the night before, and hit
wife was supremely, inesprcssibly hap-
py—nothing more.
A thousand questions ever; asked the
inforrnaut. Had this Kirkwcod beer: in
Alaska? he made his fertune
there? Had he been in India? Wzs he
going to remain in America or yo back
with his wife whence he had come? The
roamer shrugged his ehouiders. declar
zg he knew nothing about the matter.
Mrs. Kirkwood was rarely at home
now. She was trottiag about with het
trisband day and night. to the theatera,
to the restaurants, downtown on er
rands, to the North side on visits. whet,
ever he had a mind to take her. and hi
seemed to have a mind to take her every-
where. The wooden woman was at
completely transformed as if 30 years
had been suddenly tubtracted from het
age and she had been restored to her
girlhood.
Then one fine day, the tenement
learned from the roomer that the hus-
band had gone to parts uakitown.
nradually Mrs. Kirkwood was tillage.
back into the wooden ',Oman. Het
songs ceased; her laughter becalm
lower and lower, then it died airs)
altogether; she spoke less and Ina
then not at all. She sat in het
clean. windowless kit -ben the hiva
long day, with hands foldell, tbeehlve.
cant stare In her eyes.
The tenement no longer wonders
about 'what she is thinking or tosser°
31.41.1ilaietadj
Boy anything and sell everytning.
atil-aao Court Street. °id pules
1 74A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOW2A -
e. 306 Bin?. Day and Night
• ...ataiogue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee
eerursion out of Paducah.
For the Round Trip to38100 Tennessee river & retur
It Is a trip of pleasure, contrail
end rest; good service, good takil
good roenss, etc. Boats leave cacti
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas
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• Very Interesting List of Dias:-
tars Which Contains Some That
Are of Unique Descrip-
floe.
1:127E wT.H0 ED 
'BUTT 
1:1E:S. Caron Directory Company
CAMZRA IS WORKING.
Scenes Carefully Arranged by Mov-
ing Picture Artists Are Dis-
turbed and Rendered
Useless.
"Our work Is sometimes seriouslyAn accident, which of its kind is
probably unique, occurred in April. interfered with by the buttinskis, ani
190 during a lire at then again there are tepee when their ". Portland. Me.
ming In helps us." said the man-
of 
accident led to the istiltiole tiger of a movies picture concern, who
of a hag, tank 6.C" g"- himself frames up the incidents andIons of crude petroleum, says the r supervises the taking of the pictures.trek Free Press.
Fearing that it would explode and 
It is impoesible to guard against the THE SIXTYWetter Ere a wide arm. the folks with the butting in habit, fornaval— when they see anything unusual coneauthorities brought up • ane-poundar lgun and bombarded the tank In orderag off on the street or in any publicplace their natural busybody instinctto let the oil run ouL Pekes hold of them, and they're boundThe first shot fired missed the tank to nudge up and take a band in theand killed an unfortunate spectator. pro,,,,edingl.
Subsequent ones. however. attested 'Over in Trenton a few weeks agotheir Dellteee- and Mehl& the tallS• I need up a horsewhippine seen*.allowed the blazing oil to escape. The Bret part of the set was menFor • are engine to Gana* a fire
seems the very height at army. Yet
each a case actually occw-red not
long ago near Worcester. The em-
gins in question belonged to an la-
&trance company and was In process
at being converted into a motor foe
self -propulsion.
The day before tle work was Cr-
ashed there was a call from Kezepsey
village where a term was an dry,
and the testae, In spite of its lama-
plate condition, started.
No mark protector having been
fixed sparks escaped, and these set
lire to a lead of straw which was
gamed on the road. Next two ricks
became involved, and. OnallY, the
water-tube of the motor lutist and the
unlucky engine came to • complete
standstill barely 200 yards from the
area, of the original fire! but it was a phony, and didn't bort
Another story of a strange chapter at all—our troubles began.°
of fire accidents comes from Catmin-
t:law, in Armagh. A dog, running Into
a farm sitting room, barked at a cat,
and puss, terrified, sprung on a tab*
upsetting a lighted lamp.
The burning oil saturated the Poet
beast's fur and, maddened by pain,
she dashed around the room, which
was already in a tease, sprang through
the window and ruelied into the stack'
yard.
Rick after rick was tired by this
Dring torch until the whole place
was alight and very serious damage
was done. The farmer's son, too, was
badly burned in his efforts to extin-
guish the flames.
A London gas works was once the
scene of a curious fatal flrgsaccident.
A boiler full of molten tar gave way
and, Its contents catching tiro from
the furnace, spread in a tide of flame
down the sloping floor of the sulphate
BUM.
One of the workmen, calight be-
tween the flames and tho wa.,. seised
a ladder and, twitting it to the win.
dow, sprang up IL Unhappily, the
window had iron bars and before
these could to removed the ladder
burnt tbrounh and the poor man fee
back into the furnaew !seism.
Every one will remember the great
Baltimore tire, Mu meet terrible con
Migration of 1901. After this ea' ex•
tinoulsbee there was naturally great
anxiety among thu proprietors of the
burned buildiur.e to know how (be
contents of tleor fireproof safes lead
tared.
Most extraordinary were the finds.
In one jewelry had been melted, while
a box a matches was intact, and a
silk handkerchief was not even die-
coloeed.
One of the most disastrous fires
at late years was that which followed
a chemical explosion at Griesheim, in
Germany. The explosion took place in
the Griershelm Electron faetury, and
almost simultaneously the whole
building was in flames.
Fire engines came ip.iloping up, but
as they approached the men were
seen to fall frau their seats. Spec-
tators running after them dropped as
If shot, and, meanwhile, the blaze In
creased, involving fresh buildings and
even crossing the river into the vil-
lage of fichwanhelm. What had hap
pened was this:
The sudden mixture of vats of die
ferent chemicals under intense heat
had filled the air with a gas of sa
terribly poisonous a nature that those
who came within its deadly influence
were suffocated at once. Fifter-ons
dead and three times that mimber In.
jured sl as the result of that terrible
fire.
Japan's Obligations.
The western powers are not models
of scrupulous Justice toward each oth
er and toward weaker nations, but
such an offense as Japan would corn'
Mit In supporting, or even permitting,
If she could prevent, the driving of
the occidentals from China would cer
thinly be looked on as unpardonable
For one thing, at the veil, start, says
the New York Times, it would snap
the alliance with Great Britain. The
British government would be forced
to regard such an °Cease not merely
as a failure in Mandl/wen but as an
act of flagrantly hostile Import. And
her grievance, though greater In der
gree, would be of preciliely the same
kind as that of Germany, France, the
United States and Russia.
Training the Boy.
.1 SSW you punishing your boy Le
day. What was It all about?"
"I eatight him In a lie."
'Oh, well, you can't expect a boy
to tell the truth all the ttme."
"1 now, but when he doesn't tell
the truth I want him to be bright
eviongb no• to be mined at it."--Cath.
eine Cue,: ,1 loses.
enough to get. It was a scene in
restaurant, In which a pretty girl.
seated at a table a little distance away
from another table at which a frolic
some man with • homely wife is din
tng falls to making goo-goo eyes al
the man.
"The seeond scene. In which I as
ranged to have the norsewhipping take
place, took place outside the restau
rant. re'd got pollee permission to
take the pictures, and I had two or
three men stationed in trent of the
restaurant to keep the crowd back
while the phony borsewhipping was ia
progress.
"When everything was all stet sled
the machine was snapping away at the
homely wife laying the lash aerosol
the taco sad shoulders of the flirts.
Nous girl—the lash looked like rattan,
"First • blg vannigan of a man
slammed In and grit bed my homely
woman by her lash-wielding arm,
bast ling that be dein t believe In sea
leg no woman stinging another wom-
an like that, and that queered one set
of films. The machine had to be
stopped while the big huttinsei was
being informed that the thing was
arly a tablet's, sad that he didn
belong in the picture.
"He took the gibes of the crowd sone-
17. at that, and looked to be In so
much of a mind to lick our rear to
pieces that I had to get a cop to walk
tem down the street.
"When we got all set again and the
boroewhipping of the flirtatious girl
eras once more "(deg on a scrawny
h_tebeefaced woman, who had suet
fined the eater circle of the crowd.
ax d who wasn't rip to what was eons-
irg off, rushed into the scene with a
shriek, grabbed my two acting wonses
by the hair and started In to rough-
house them both for their 'indecency
In fighting en the street.' as she yelled
at them. The machine had to be
stopped again
"The Melds ft as I had framed ii
sr didn't call for anything like that
I had it arranged that after the whip
p'ng had proceeded for a space the
gellty husband of the homely wife
wits te rush in and attempt to eel,
irate the two women, when his wife
wes to turn on him with the lash, cans
tag him to sklildoo down the street
The girt with the goo-goo eyes was to
seise the whip from the other wom-
an's hands and 'art in to get hunk
for the cutent she'd received, the
scene endlag tes that way."
DETHRONING OF ALCOHOL
Saing Brought About by the Mode
ern Spirit of Scientific
Researele
Another potent factor La the dethroa
lug of allohol has been the spirit at
scientific research of recent years, says
an Open Letter, in Century. In the
great laboratories scientists bays beam
carefully studying the effects of alco
tirlic liquors upon the various organs
of the body, and. althosgh they differ is
their conclusions upon some points. the
result is that those physicians who have
most closely followed these invcstiga
(ions have, almost or entirely. abjure;
alcoholics as a necessary part of theta
therapeutic outfit These elaborate
studies of alcohol have convinced mans
that the nourishing and strengthenins
properties formerly ascribed to alcohol-
ics existed only in the Imagination and
belong to the errors of an age which Mot
no facilities for accurate obiervation
The food qualities of the grains and
1
 
fruits, it is now believed by many au
thorittes. are destroyed in the process ol
making alcoholic drinks. Even ths
stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
are denied by many. who class it allnivi;
the Ilar0Otieft because of its depressant
effect.
When Game Was Cheep In Kansas.
Even as late as 1886 and 1851 veal.
son wa.s as cheap as beef In the fall,
the choicest cuts setting for 121/2 mutt
a poulid, while wild tarkeys could be
had for 75 cents each when tame tut%
keys no larger sold for a dollar. Brant
sr wild geese were hard to get rid of.
U no one liked their meat. Thare
was little fishing, not nearly so seed
as now, and the fish were nearly in
perch or eat. The fine herd of MI
bead of deer in Uncle Joe Lewis' door
park came from S 'pair be caught in
the early days and penned up la a
pasture lot.—Anthony Republican.
Cense Salt Xasshes.
Along the 'antral part of the Congo
river there are a number of inn
saanahas. The Africans (11g shgliew
heles Is these, when.. Issue strbeute
of hall water which, on being wisp.
nvid; 'leer's. a reddest of $eo.
Of- Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of ow patrons and the citizens of Plidooth, oh
have placed cepies of the directories of the cities.nanzed below
ing Register office at 323 Broadwa y, where the pubic Is As ea
when desiring the address of any resident of the chins osaled.
CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS













































































SAN DOW IS A FAKE
Dr. W. G. Anderson Urges Athletics
for High Schocl Boys.
Nashville. I 'nn • Feb 11 "Satielow
Is the Limo At fake tin reo.il as fa-
a• teaching other' t.. get -trona is
concerned:. said Dr William G. An -
elevens'. physical director at Yak and
one of the most noted physical cul-
ture 'experts in the world, in an ad•
tires* • o Jon or more high school boys
at the boys' high schoo, ' Anjer-
•im. who is in Naelissile on a visit to
his friend, Garnet Morgan, was re-
eneeted to speak to the boys with a
stele I enconraging them to take
neer hi:crest in athletic sport'.
"ite an lid t.f S wohge:a. Site d• ,w.
Bernard McFadden and others sstiu
woylii snake big men or broad men or
wide :nen of you by corre.pondence."
he said "They ask Us for their
courses. but you can get them for so
cents, and that's about all they are
worth. The hardest anti the most
distasteful kind of physical traning is
that which yon de by yourself Slcsre.
over, you can't make your neck big
in:rease your height, bet you can
make yonr.elf strong and Alive and
symmetrical. So be earefel of these
promises. 1 may say that Sandow i<




others to get strong is d
man came cv me in my race
;,t. 'Yak and said. 'I'm going down to
the seashore next summer, but my
legs arc so blamed thin I am afraid
won't want to wear a bathing suit.'
I looked at hi, legs, and they were
rather shadowy. I pt him to work
in the gymnasium. and be will look all
right in a. !tithing suit next summer.
(lie legs will be very little larger,
thnotnehde will be .sinmeteically propor-i 
i
"It :5 the man who ca depend upon
his body who meets , with success.
Jepnings Bryan and Theo.
cdome Roosevelt have both said to me.
'1 can do no- work besau-e I know
can, (legend mein my body. I could
name '.t whole list of men who have
bodsueceiicreled !Itemise • they have good
11r, -Anderson. who when he first
took\yp, athletic work was of slight
Ma re and delicate health, is now
stt1jglt and active and has a vigorous
manner. In his speech to the boys
be laid that athletic training gave.
ease -and poise to the public speaker.
While be was making this statement
he- ivee almost balanced on one heel
on,tba edge of the rostrum, but no
one who did not look down would
have known it front his gestures,
which 'were perfectly graceful.
Inc closing Dr. Anderson urged the
boys to organize 'better, to develop
more school spirit, to 'keep records of
track events, ,,to OW "everything on
ii •chlril athletic% an to
• '* lark, week, work.-
"I e • el my way ever, time in
speak to high school-bus remarked
Ir .Siste-son ae he left :be hutldiebil
amid . hi- seplanse of the boys. '
LodyNbe Goomotry.
I 4 •traight line is the 'hottest
eiistance between two millinery open-
ings,
.% •traight line determined by
two bargain tables Is considered pro-
longed leeh ttuy• until the store
C s. 6
III. A lit-elicit line is a series of
successive straight lines described by
a woman alighting from a street Mr
IV. A mixed line is a line comains-
ing the reception ecmitnittee of a
club's presidential candidate.
V. plain figure is one all points
of which base been neglected by the
dressmaker.
VI Figures of the 'ante shape*
don't always bare the same style.
VII. Figures of tte same seer
never consider themselves equivalent 4
VIII. Women equal te the same,
thittg are not always equal to etch
either.;--Chicappi Record-Herald. CI
Joseph Clientherlain's health is new
fairly good, but it is said that ills kiss
of inemOyy will prevent bins from
ever returning to public life.
The Publisher's
Claims Sustained
UNITED STATES COURT Or CLAMS
Thu o rilblialiera of Wrestsr's IntennelmellOIL-Ussery Whip that it tact,tbe
Mr onabrieged teorly re-estate:tie
(*tall. and vastly end In every
and severer requirements of
the purpose of adapting It to meet (b
anothei
Lion.' 
We sue of the opinion that this
work that urns been aocompilebelitil,
most charts' sad accurately
result that has bees reached. ff'beas It. now steed& his been thotremit-dirt every detail. has boon cornecee
every part, and 6s admi sespeed to -wee-the terser and severer requovnients of •renerat ion which doluantis true of popularfi 16+504 ri 1 kuuowlecjre than sly genuessiaa'eat the world Weever conta,.1:01.
It is mimics needle's to lied tent weto the dict4ontry In our Judi( inl woe*the highest authority In accuracy of
thins and that le the future's in
grill lie thesouros of oonetant ret •ottsenns a wort mut helm 4
• Limn:Sten winsome,
if as L
qrleisi.141.01.13Ar • is 44db.
sive 1
The aborts refers to wrnerrars
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARV
THE ORAND PRIZE
(the highest sward) wee given to the Interimt lonel at the Worlal mt. Bt. Louis.
GET THE LATEST AID BEET
row tiCI he teUresfed In cow :^*













































































44 SPREAD OF hiALADY. MUST HXVE DIMPLES. OtTANIMITING OP TOWN-BOOMINGMRS. WORTHINGTON IN THE WEST
































Zeikel Authorities Putting Fortis
Their Best Manta to (Zeck
Inroads of the Pell
Disease.
oununtsalon which was appointed
last year by the New York Guard of
health to stud, pneuzeoela and whose
„ $ pentastnery report has just tsen sum-
/ matised by the press, la ossaposed of
• MISR of high professional rank, says the
blew Tort Tribune. Yet the procients
Weaved ID the inquiry are so at rittua
Ian there is no danger of securing too
Malts% a grade of talent for their sole-
QOM The disease which the commis-
nes has been considering has risen into
peculiar promintiaoe of late. AC one
time consumption Mewed more destae
Ikea any ether malady sad pneumonia
stared mooed as a cause of morality.
S. # Wilkie the last ten or Mien years the
Mohave alLtAlatel• places In some parts
of the Vatted States, if not in the me-
trepells. Cossumption, aa a result of
the adootion of more enlightsaed meth-
ods of prevention and treatment. works
• e • IMO leas havoc ;ow than forto•rly.
Passmonia. us the other band ands a
greater number of victims in proporUoa
SOUS populaucc. There Is wowed for
thei belief that grip has ociatirlbuhal
sealertally to this result Mesas* Ills
Sites • prelude to an attack of palm-
mS ead it sadly dtegusdiAss amen for
plaellensful resistance to an Oboes of sa-
gest nature. flicree•ver, whatever the
"Km the lacreased prevail'sas tapas*
awns has sidled lb gravest alarm and
geralexity In the medleal profession.
The isonanstmeepais soavineed tkat.
Who tabereuleets. the more saute type 4
elleesse Is ateribetable to ale pres-
ence or mierobes and that Use latter are
dlesmainated by the drytaa of ••Dellal
from patients. The organisms are sot
easily borne &bent by the DV DO Kai as
they are motet, but afterward they are
asi easily circulated as daft partleisa.
he Mkt fundaineutal feet shows the desir-
e ability of deluging a sick roots with sun-
light. promotiag ft Jo ventilation and us-
ing • error., ouly when the fkmr has
bent sprinkled.
Seene puslatig farts have bora elicited
the course of the inveetlgatIou sou-
rneetted by Dr. Darlington's experts. use
le that pray aimsocci. the supposed mess
et be dieemeet. are sometimes castled I•
the nerettus of persons for weeks with-
out radiate; any apparent elect. Is
like manes- they are observed in these
cretlons of patients who have recovered
for • onside/ s bhp n ter v al after the dis-
appearance of otter symptoms. This
emceed phenomenon resembles one
which often follows an ottani of typhoid
t fever and gives rise to the eueetioe how
• Ices such persons may threaten the
breath of their associates and Delights:re.
Perhaps more light on tier matter may
be afforded by further observatios
Suite lafortnation shoal.] prove useful
Is the devising of manitszy precautions
• for a community to which pceumonla
, prevails.
Prevention is inatilte/y preferable to
cure, but good generals consider wbagto
do if their first Use of defense falls. The
ealy remedial agent to whi.ch the ears
non refers Le • blood sertan derived
from an immune animal. Experiments
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining hints as to the value of an an-
titoxin of this kind, other ventures of
the same character having been made
repeatedly in (be last few years. 'The
verdict rendered is a little obscure but
*tile the commission teems to have
found that a serum, as uow prepared.
might be serviceable for purposes of
diegaosts. it appears to he sliest about
9 the remedial and protective qualities,'• the article. however, if the serum
terbkh a few physicians even bow em-
• ploy. is rot all that c.mld be desired, ins-
O proved inettioelt may yet develop one
that can ht more hearty recommended.
4111. 
Bagpipes and Gardeners.
-Tom' Jenkinsor., head gardener at
tb• Peacock conservatories, whose
eleryeaatteenums ere on view to the
number of 3,500.1s an ardent Scotchesan
with a passionate love for all things
that some front the Land o' the Heather
lie and a few kindred souls have organ.
Ised a bagpipe band that will soon show
PlUsburg the possibilities in untamed
Highland melody. Ur. Jeskinson Is the
leader and every man of them wears
kilts after the manner born It is one
thing Ut play the bagpipe, but to do it
properly one must have the blood of a
props clan in one's veins to give the
true "skirl." Mr. Jenklason holes that
a 4 • Scotehmen and only a Soutchman can
be a good gardener or a piper. "AP
IlIktglishinan learns to be a Fastleller-
frOM the top down." says Jenkinson
"A Saotchman starts from the bottom
sith a epadedigging vegetables. That's
• hreby so many gardeners come from




How Witch Hazel Sboate Its Seeds.
Do you know Oat the watt hazel
sbooU its reeds ten or fifteen feel.? If
ye-' want a brand-new sensation, bring
tome some Oranelles of witch hetet base
tug both Sowers and unopened seed pods
on them and put them in vases of water
The pods buret at the most nnexpected
times, waking Ton in the night and pep-
pering you with their hard, shiny, black
seeds. Branches that are to be used for
a party must be selected with care, to
Le sure o: having perfeetly frau flowers
and seed pods that have, not opened, if
It le poseihle to do so. cut them the same
day (bey are needed. If they must be
eat the day before they ace needed, put
them in a cold place In water and wrap
• lamp cloth arour.d the bra:lithe. In
prevent the Cowers from with.
It tO keep the seeds front being
enegied toe soctic-agiantry LIU la
Amielegh
WOMAN'S BEAUTY IS NOT CON-
PIZTI W I MOUT THIN.
There Are Establishments That Make
a Specialty of Providing This
Now 'fashionable
Beature.
"We are having an unpreoedented call
tor dimples," said the beauty maker
according to the New York Sun. "There
was a time when there was no demand
at all for them, but now we are kept
busy supplying them.
"Women flock into our establbskamat
demandlag dimples, and each has her
own particular style. To the camel ob-
server all dimples alight seem alike, but
there Is really great variety in them.
"Of all dinaplee that on the chin is the
aost noticeable and beautiful. Ones
✓on a time It was the popular belie:
that dimples were born. Nowadays we
know that they are acquired.
-They are like French eiaves and false
teeth. You can have them V you want
them. To make a cleft chin is quite •
&Scutt. feat.
'You malt cue tato the flesh with a
sharp knife until you have severed a
muscle. When the chin reels there will
be a little cleat or scar, and this makes
the dimple.
"A woman once came to me In great
entrees She had met with as accident
tettich had inflicted a jagged cat it her
shin.
"'My good looks are reified aer life,'
She reaped, as she sank Into eclair.
-I boiled up her chin and assured her
that she would be all right la a:re/days
''You will be even better leoklag than
before.' I said to her.
"She smiled faintly and great away.
rwo weeks Inter she retuned. Tbe
wound had healed and in its piece there
was a very becoming scar, which took
the form of a dimple.
• '1 ant delight*. said she. 'for I ants
thousand times batter looking than I
was beloree
'It is the style now to bare a dhnpled.
sincere, beseeching look; and it is elle
tuition to look rather grave iftetead of
arcn. This Cies the beauty makers
stair t to perform in the dimple line but
up to date there have twee many suc-
cesses and no casualties reported.
'In Paris they are mahing dimples by
electricity. They take aa-electric In
strum's I end press It into the Reale
without. boweeer, breaking tbe skin.
Then they turn on the current.
'There is a mild shock. They re
peat this again anti retain. always mak
Mg the dent deeper, until after a time
the flesh has fermed ti habit. There
a dimple in the attn.
-This Is only :merle for the chin, an.
It would hardly work in the case of the
cheek, whiLh ii too bard to be treated in
this way.
-Where cheek dimples are desired
there is • more roniplicated proceila We
begin by replacing inat t. etk.
"After you have i lumped nut (be face
you will discos er that there ara dimples
In the checks. Make your cheeks plum;
ard somehow there will appear Um
magic twinkling spots.
"There ebould be dimples on the bands
as well as on the face. To be alluring
bands most lie idly on your lap. The
must be white and fat, and there must
be a row of dimples &long the knuckles
"They look more youthful if there are
no rings at all. Rings somehow mks
the eada look old. They are like Auer,
anreraborate dress. They add to case's
age.
"To he pretty you notst have nice
teeth. They must be white and over,
and there must he no gold visible. Thee
you must have a pair of -cry red :lye
"White lips mean a poor cireniation.
and narrow late mean a bad disposition
and a habit of compressing the mouth
You murt have a fine, smooth akin.
which can be obtained by treating the
skin every night with a good skin food,
and yon must hare a pair of clear. *oft
eye*.
"The eyebrows must be nice. If one is
to be Athol hookilen, and to make there
beautiful one must treat them 'ever,
' night with an oversew grower The
Japanese have very nice eyebrows, but
they &vette a great deal of time to them
"111e fare should be slightly oval
shaped, something like an egg. with the
mall part of tbe emelt fie ells. 7-60,at your face and see If it is egg shaped
-it it Is roune you must reduce it a
tittle. If It is square you must mapsam
along the lines of the chin to take :MN
those square lines. tf it is icing and net
row you must plump it out.
"And don't forget that you must be it
tilaapies. for .dimples are the style tele
year, and you caw not be a pretty WohiaL
without. them."
------- - - ---- —
Tips in Department Stores
The taping evil is growing in Nee
York, despite the discussion aroused lo
the new law aimed at purchasing agents
The latest class to demand tips are clerksIn department stores. According to at.
expe-.1ented shopper, the woman evhc
does not recognize sod satisfy the itch.
Ing pnlm of the girl who watts on beewill obtain poor service in some store"
Akin to this Is the store "graft" on which
many clerks figure as a regular *Meditate
to their income. This is the change leftever front purchases at odd prices suchRS $1.41, 1,61, etc. Usually it Onlyamounts to two or three cents, but verymany persons give the seller $1.50 or$1.75, and go away without waiting forthe change. This often amount* to aconsiderable sum in the course of • Rayaometimes it even amounts to hwbItemoney," as sliver is called, and addsmaterially to the day's takings.
Christnuis Cards.
Although the fleet Cbristmas cardwas made In 1846, vent few were Nelltill the yeti* 1862. Then the fasbioncame in of sending cards the size olvisiting Cards. interehlesel "Amply wit/
his retest ir ..,:t.rrt Oltrtsoned."
BY S. Z. NUMB,.
"Robert," said Mrs. Faddiewalte, "1__1......i.
"What's the trouble." he asked.
"I hope you won't think I'm extrav-
agant, and I know it is so hard for
you to scrape up money enough to pay
the horrid bills that. alwaye Leone aioug
about the first of the month, but 1
eimply must have $20."
°Twilit—day, Mabel, what do you
think I am—the son-in-law of some
life ineuranee president! You might
as well ask me for twenty m.11ion. Do
you know that our expenses for last
month were $63 more than my sal
try? If you are &equate ,d with any
body who can tell me how to make
ends meet when things are going tati
Yea bring them around ani I'll pay
'Om well for his Liam. What do you
want 120 fort-
"Oh, never mind, old Mr Crompatcb
i'll get along without It some way
I know that I'm net worth half what
I cost you, and--and I'm going to take
up eteography or music or be a curls
clan Science healer or something, so
that I will be able to earn money and
-and not always be such an expense
up you. It must be ju—just terribhe
for to man to have to give up every
thing for a woman he .doesn't love
when be might have so much If be had
sever married her, ad—"
"There litte girl what's the use it
calking that way? You know I'd be
the happiest man in the world if 1
mould pile bundles of money at youi
feet *very morning and give you tlo
privilege of doing what you liked wit
It.. But really you know. I ditins
expect to be called an for any more es
teas for a few weeks and had it al'
agured out so that I'd be just aboui
able to start in even next month. 01
mars. I can give you the money U
you absolutely need it but—"
"Oh if there are to be any buts
pleas* don't say anything more about
It. I appreciate your kindness, dear
and I know that you have a generou,
nature, and it must be awful seitsh oi
1 
ne to leave you to practice all the self-
lenial. Never curd I'll get nice' with
.ut it. I will show you that I 'as be
wave, even if I ant merely a useless ez-
kens@ to you."
••ilurreb! Now it's be no pleasant
or me to go away to wcrk and keep
bin king all day of our joyful parting
ust imagine we whestling gayly at lio,
,esk as I remember that little old 1.1.
aid the look you gave me as you tot,
le you'd get along without it. In nh
nind's eye I can see lyself calmly ounok
3g my cigar after lunch and thinning
as I watch the rings curl upward, of you
item, radiantly happy because of your
Noble sacrifice. Oh, yes! But come on
leer, let's not quarrel over a little
ooney. Of course you can have it. What
em I earning moue.: for if it isn't to
tare you happiness? And please don •
elk itny more about doing things for
te purpose of earning cash yourself
fou earn It as it is. Your love is worth
6 thousand times what—''
"Dearest." she cried. pulling his face
gown to here, "forgive me for ratios
ghat I did. You know I appreciate your
generosity, don't you? Ah. if ybu could
golly know hoer lung the hours seem
when you are not with Me! And I
soulde't love or admire you more thae
i do !f you were eie rich that you could
buy everything John D. has and turn
hint out of house and home. Have you
the leoney with yon or shall I have to
get a check cashed?"
"Here it Is. What are you going to.tety?"
"Why, o see. I beard from MIAs
Westrott, the dressmaker, yesterday,
and she can come to ms three days this
week, so : shall have 13 get sometbina
for her to make up." •
"Bet I thought you mid the other day
that you had all the elothes you were
going to need for awhiler
"IFth. 1 have. only Miss Weettcott has
these three days that she ean give me."
-I can't see why you should feel that
yea are obhged to hire her simply be-
times she has thnee.asys for which she
Isn't engaged." :
"I'm not. :MN &tar elO goose, but you
see, if I don't take her Mrs. Worthing-
(on, who is -.rarer to get her, will here
her over them e and find net about all the
things I've had rewrote and the lsee rem
cants and--and-everething, you
know." •
"Well, but why should you care, as
tong as your ciotae(' at well and lool,
line and are jot se trod aslf they bad
cost five or six Menet as much as they
hid?"
"Oh, dear.- ene entlual, as she sr
there clutching tbe peoney. after be ..a:
gone. "I wouilerhhow men, being et
stupid, ever manage lc get along at all?
--Ch ica r I Recortlellerala.
Muse Obey Orders.
As an illustretIon of carrying minter)
discipline too far, ant, story is told by
Pen. Nelson A. Miles: "There was a oen
atilt colonel who. In tbe middle of a cam.
feign was seized with a sudden archer
about hygiene. He Ordered that all his
afen change their sh:rts at once. This
order was duly carr'ed out, except in
the case of one eoropeny, where the pri-
vates' Wardrobas had been sadly de-
pleted. The captain of this company in-
formed the colonel that none of his men
could change their shirts, since theo
had only one apiece. The colonel heel
toted a moment. theh said. firmly: 'Or
ders must be obeyed. Let the men
change shirts with each other.' ''—Doe
ton Herald.
"Learn to ix."
hIsesni to is theeadvice given
to his pupils by Prof. Prank J. Miller
'of the Universily of Chieago. Mcno
young gentlemen nowadays do learn
to mix, but the trouble is that their
mixing too often IS dine erttb drialks
William 0. Watson. a well-known
lawyer, of Oklahoma City, gives the ap-
pended illustration of one of the raetle
oda adopted to bOODa a town into exist,
11,0011:
-It is nearly ten years," he says, "since
the country hereabouts bas been, what
you might call, 'on the boom,' but it has
been ten years since the professional
town boomers quit us. The tart instance
of 'overnight booming,' I remember was
the town of Lanoweck. If you will go
about six miles east of Oklahoma City,
you will see a mall crane hanging be-
side the track, while, stretching on every
side as far as you can see, just plain prai-
rie, with hardly a house in sight This
Is Lanowack. The promoter, who had
been banging around for some time, enci
daily purchased a quarter section of
Land and tacked the name on it. He
was • boomer, one of the real sort who
osieW sell aaything they got their
hands on.
"A blind man could see that there
was no town there, and nothing to
make a town, but it was the promoters
business to sell just such imposslbill-
ties, and the way he did it proved him
a =sear of his art. The Mr. Col.
Sellers who was doing the bushier,
there decided that a certain German
settlement in northwest Kansas was
looking for just such a city as he had
to offer, and he went up to visit them.
He terHed a week, talked IAnowack
and painted raiabows for the moneyed
fanners who used to 'Hoek der kaiser!'
Best country fa the world and lots
of it. be told them; soil peculiarly at
tad for raising cotton, core, wheat
oats, rye, hay, turnips, radishes, pare
nips, chllaeon, Indians, and, In fact
anything that a Christian gentleman
bass right to ask for on this lowly
footstool. Yee, and right in the
mann:els was IAnowaCk—hIgh, drj
and healthful, the Armenia of the west
promoter knew his men and
his business. After be had elung on
the beautiful red paint, be backed ep
his special train to the station. The
Germans filled their pockets with the
creep gsi^.1 and tumbled is. The)
Mere not going down as 'ceteri. bee
merely as investors, who would reap
the harvest as soon an the peopli-
rushed in from the east and built up
the town, as they were sure to de.
They were getting In on the ground
floor. Of course they never suspected
that the promoter wes in the cellar.
"The train passed through hanoweck
In the night. and the investors tumbled
out at Okiahonia City. At break of
day the boomer had his braes band on
the street. and every saloon in town
was thrown open to the prospective
owners of leutowack, the corning me
tropolis of the southwest. The vial
tors would be marchech into one an
loon while the hand outside played
'Die Wach am Rhein,' and then they
would move on to another.
"Ely the ttme they were halfway
through the rounds, It was decided
tnat Lanowack was the best proposition
before the American people, and the
promoter was voted the savior of the
German citizen, lie stool .. well and
Immediately rot the crowd on board
the train, and they visited Lanowack
"The engineer stopped at the mall
crane that was all of Lanowack that
existed at that time, as to-day. Den
the crowd was delightful. Titers was
the grouad. just as the boomer bad
said; Mere was the country stretching
round about. The air was light and
healthfnl. and the map wnich the pro
wetter spread out before them showed
the location of the pot chlee thc
rourthotuse and federal building. Be
sides. there Was the braes band and
the railreal. and the kegs in the bag
gage car, welch had been brought
&lone. as Lenowack lacked .a well al
the time and the water works had not
yet been installed.
"The lots were put up at auction
and went like hot cakes, at prim 
ranging from $25 to flee, areordine t
their proximity to the 'courthouse' o
'federal building.' or some other 13
portent municipal edifice calculated t
attract traffic. dustztess was goo,
The picimotcr was sorry ho hal n,
bought two quarter sections, as the
thelowack would have been twice a
large--on the met). After ererythin
pan been sold, the train pulled bac
into Oklahoma City. where ...ere wer
more drink2, and everybody went t
oed richer by tar than wlon he firs
arrived in town.
"The promoter cleaned up sone
thing like 15,000 out of the deal. aft,
OaYing for hie train, baud, beer an
dber 'expenses. Abeet a year afte
curd) I met one or. the Oermans, an
.-etber eymPatbizeu siith him for th
way he had been taken in, but it wa
pity wasted.
Ty," he eald, 'Ye gets. ter see de
soontry; ve Alas pig taliroad rite, at
der peer se vents, der fine moosiek an
der leetle vLeation. tint id only cos
bunt ret della. id va..; vet.: "-N. 1
Weekly.
Poor Speaker.
H. L. Dawes, the distinguiehed
sachusetts lawaer. In his young man
hood was an iudifferetet .yeaker. Par
t1e1p1ling In a law case soon after foe
admission Co the bar, before a North Ad
ems justice of (be peace, Dawes was op
Dosed by an older attorney, 'whose do
tuence attracted a large crowd that
Acked the courtroom. The justice was
(Veen pehspiring and, drawing off his
:oat la the midst of the lawyer's do
quent address, he said: "Mr. Attorney
suppoe Mg you sit down and let Dawes be.
gin to speak, I 'want to thin out this
crowd,"
Custom General.
The custom of giving Christmas gifts
on Christmas day is general among al/
Christian natiOns.
What One Sincere Zen Did Not ffind.
DT Z. K. 711,11DILl21.
'The Rev. Hiram Stoddard—kindest,
best and siscerest among men—had
been called from an obscure town to
guide the destinies of ose of Chica-
go's largest and meet fashionable con-
gregations. On Sunday he was to
preach his first sermon and he was
naturally anxious to put forth the best
efforts of which he was capable, not
only in order to maintain but also to
further his reputation for brilliancy,
eloquence and orig:aslity of thought.
He began, therefore, to work on his
Introductory sermon several weeks in
advance. But somehow all the topics
he chose failed to ;atisfy him, and he
dismissed one after the other as being
either hackneyed, uninteresting, down-
right dull or untimely. He wanted
something that would fit the hour and
stir his congregation by Its fitness.
As the appointee Sunday approached
the Rev. Hiram Stoldard grew more
and more nervous, and he who had
such facility of invention and phrase,
to whem a sermon bad been as noth-
ing at all, now foand that a sermon
was everything in the world. His
anxiety put a stumbling block in the
way of his abilities. It he had merely
'bored hie aaziety to one aide his
quick mind would have found a clear
path—a bit of advice as good as it Is
usoless to a man la the clutaes of
worry.
Thuisday night found the reverend
gentleman in the !.Lrary of his new
tome in Michigan avenue, wretchedly
ill at ease and all hut on the verge ol
despair.
from time to time he gated restless-
ly at his well-stoc.ked shelves in the
hope that some boort would help him
Jut of his quandary. He arose once or
twice as If iespired, fingered the fat
volumes and then sat down again,
lashing to himself bopelessly.
"A walk reigist do me good and clear
theovapors from my brain." said the
altimeter to himself. So, giving over
'all further attempts as useless, he put
212 his hat and coat and passed out into
the night.
tie walked north Wong Michigan
avenue, his hands crossed healed his
back, his brows puckered, still think-
ing of his semen leeplte himself. It
had cccurred to him that the sight of
the roiling waters of the lake would
serve as an inspiration, but In his ab-
sent-mindedness he forgot about the
lake altogether and, heedless of where
he went, turned westward.
All unaware of it, ihe Rev Hiram
Stoddard, his eyes bent on the ground
In search of his elusive sermon found
himself in the heart of a squall& pov-
erty-stricken district that preeented a
violent contrast to the neighborhood
out at which he had just passed.
If his mind had been concerned
more with what was going on outside
of it and less with what was going on
inside of it, if he hai been more alive
to impressions, the minister might
have asked himself an endleee number
of questions concerning this contrast.
Its muses, its justiffcation, its results,
but, as it was, he passed on without
reflecting, his eyes bent on the ground,
his hands crossed Isehind his back.
A long row of dark, forbidding tene-
ments loomed up. Out of the doorway
of the most ramshackle of these two
men passed and one said to the other'
"Old Latham is squeezing tiS pretty
Lard. The rent is going up next
month, and I don't know how I can
stand it!"
"I see by the papers," replied his
companion, "that Latham. has just
made the church a handsome gift.
He's got to square the two ends some-
how, I suppose."
"I apppose so," said the ether for-
torah'.', "but I wish sonic one would ex-
plain to me how he justifies himself.'
The two men passed out of sieht
eel earshot. T tett conversation
akimmed, so to sae, over the surface
of the lle•eler'e preseeeeted mind, not
even Lulli. 47 it. :eat .3% no impression
behind.
Suddenly it Weenie,. taa the mists-
tar's attention that it Was growing
late and that it was high time to re
turn, and he retraced his Mope, dis-
tressed beyond measure to think how
the valuable minutes were flying and
leaving him without a topic for a ser-
LCOn.
On the way homeward be passed the
unsightly tenements again. A crowd
had gathered around a patrol wagon
that stood in front of the last building
of the row. If the Minister had paused
to Inquire he might have learned that
a night laborer, .working at a base-
ment foundation, had been killed, that
he had left a family penniless and
that under the terms of his contract
be had absolved his employers from
all responsibility in case of accident.
But In his haste the Rev. Hiram Stod-
dard concluded that the disaster was
the ecnsequence of a drunken! brawl
and he walked On, his mind still dis-
traught by his missing sermon.
Finally Mr reached his house, en-
tered his library, lit his lamp and
plunged into a profound though trou-
bled reverie. Then his eyes happened
to fall on a college catalogue that lay
en his desk and by a subtle process of '
association "The Abuse of Athletics in
Our Universities" suggested itself as •
topic for his discourse,
"Why didn't I think Of that before?"
exclaimed the Rev. Hiram Stoddard,
as he set to work on his sermon en-
thusiastically.—Chica,go Daily News.
Precisely.
"What' sort of eanale are the ones aei
Mara, professor?"
"Purely imaginary, my boy."
"Just like the one at Panama Oil=
hiputatih• (kurier JeurnaL
,..ZACTICA- SURVEYOR
County Work a Specialty.







Practice in all the courts of th•
State.' Both phones 31.
Rooms 1,2, 3 and 4, Register Build.
ing 523 1-2 Broadway.
C. MANNI/16 SEARS, M.D.




Rooms 5 and 6, Kegistcr Buiidta
523 1-2 Broadway, Paduca)u, Ky.





H.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE erg BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $aw.
Unlimitted Ticket Shoo, meal, an
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, part./
of five or over, Sem) each, without
• $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER. Gen, Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass,
Agent. Phone 33.
I. C. Flournoy 'Cecil Ree I
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms ma and 12, Columbia Bldg.
T'ADUCAH, 'KY.
W. BARKLEY!








OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Ban.:
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room toe. Fraternity Building.




Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
r-
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone x20
Residence 810 Broadway.
Phone Teg.
One of the ,princesses of the Bur-
Metle court, a young woman not ye.:
twenty, is said to be the possessor
the costliest dress in the world. It is
a court costume and worn only os
rare occasione. It is studded will
jewels reputed to beworth in the ag-
gregate not less than one lout'










1.441'''''I. C. MANAGER 'WOMEN BARRED
E SEASONABLE
x REXAL X 
A R.EMEDIzS A
IS CHAIRMAN FROM ATTENDING
••••••••••••••••••••
if Scale of Wages for Conductors and
Brakemen Will Affect All Padus
E Slippery Elm Lozenges E , cabana in This Capacity.




R MONEY BACK IF
E IT IS NOT
X SATISFACTOR.Y
MR. RAWN PRESIDES OVER
THE BIG GATHERING AT
CHICAGO.




M'PHERSON'S •L Dispatches from Chicago state rc-
•
I I General Manager I. G. Rawn, of the
E Illinois Central railroad, is chairman
s
of the mammoth conference now
being held at Chicago between the
heads of ten big railroads and the
R official; of the conductors and rah-
read brakemen who are negotiating
• for a new schedule of wages. Mr.
ir Rawls was in Paducah recently and
ilk from here went to Chicago in order
A to be there for the conference.
garding the meeting: •
1. R.exal Store "The Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen. which is a party to the
REXAL REMEDIES RmittL present wage conference, now has S7.-
000 members aud the Order of Rail-
ABUSE PROVED
way Conductors 55,000. Under the
leadership of 1'. H. Morrissey and A.
It. Gtrretson the two brotherhoods
respectively have secured recognition
Q 





higher wages was three years ago.
They dealt at that time with one or
two railroad officials at a time. 'they
finally secured an increase. however..
which Applied to all western roads.
When the present wage scale was pre
• uted the general managers agreed
al collectively with the -cm-
ROBT. JONES, COLORED. WAS
GIVEN FINE OF *so YESTER-
BY JUDGE.
?rank Sulkan Will Havg to Lay Out
tio Wmt.. th With Itis Cie,
s Jailer.
koo, rtr Joes, color* gota tins
of *50 aiu:1 costs before Judge Ctoss
:a the police court yesterday morning
on the charge of being drunk and
elssorderlso He is the negro who
tin-Neil and abused Professor H. F.
nyon at Seventh and Broadway with -
Out came, and whose arrest the pro-
fessor effeeted by following the negro
until a policeman could be found.
Until tomorrow was continued the
warrant charging Supt. Young Taylor.
of the dry docks at foot of Jefferson
street, with having a fisticuff with one
• t the employe!. of thc docks.
A fine of ffao eas given Frank Sulli-
van for getting Oritnk, then bothering
everybody by mooching and abusing
them. He was I-cleared once by the
office-, on the promise to behave.
t• at beginning to annoy again around
Fourth and Broadway, had to be run
1.
Samuel Clark and George Bain
were each fined $t and costs for being
drunk.
C. F Jennings has moved his Real
.Estate and Insurance office front
Fraternity Building across the street
to lower floor of Trueheat Building
No. 524 Broadway.
-DIES FROM JAMAICA QUAKE
Mayor Charles Tait of Kingston Suc-
cumbs to His Injuries.
Kingston. Jamaica, Feb. ito-Chaa.
'1 an. mayor of this c:ty, died this
aiternoon at the public hospital an a
roseit of injuries sustained at the
t'rne of tare earthquake. He was then
condtestiog a meeting. cat the- coutcil I
ani; the building corapsed. Mayor
oat- --Tait was 68 year4 old and of Scote_h i
1:f o • at.
St. Louis' Leading Hotel.
, When in St. Louis stop at the Plan-
ters Hotel, youll meet your friends
there.
INDIANS MAKE. WILD
WEST OF NEW YORK.
Redskins on St. Regis Reservation
Near Hogansburg Cause Terror.
. Malone, N. Y., Feb to—The lam -
sans :from the St. Regis reservation.
• eratett witTa liquor, have terrorized
lite villagers of Thigansbing for the
past week.
• St. Regis reservation i: only a few
V inlks front Ifogansburg. The Frank-
"".;11dleauntY sheriff has been appealed
to and has exerted himself in behalf
.4,....o.„,s,poLtheAr.ightened village folk of Hog-
' onsburg. hitt the business of serving
PVC'S on the fiery tempered red-
; shilisi is so dangerous that the sheriff
folds it itnpossittle to engage a step-
toy for the work. . .
A few days ago about forty In-
dians went to Hogansburg for a
eight's spree and had it. By mid-
night their Indian blood was cow-
.tine. so swiftly through their half-
eitrilitett. -veins that the Indians sum-
'irSwept all that was before them.
They smashed windows, caved in an
entire store front and left a general
scene of wreckage in their wake.• t • •
•,1.
e, emovsl of' Maceabe-ed.
.s Ashe--11 Tete No -t7, will hereaf-
V-t 44,-,tet tegular reviews in the
(;ld Odd ellovv's ITO, • orner Fifth
and Bro.id w ay. .NI: Sir Knights please
take noriee of 'the change. • James
Weiltt jc. . T. M.. Paducah,
Ky. _. •
yes t
e.suptpyea desire el its Nothod
°notion be-clasp. every r.assi,L
'lode by the reside ItcretAaiore when
otlicials .4 one toad base been
edited for an „a& (we ill sage s he
uould aay it coillit rot
Anne' other competinrine paht less
By getting them all together the em-
rloyea contend this excuse cannot
have any effect.
"While the confettite, ea are in set-
"ion representatives of the employes
from each system are present as 'pee-
tators. Grand Masters alorrisiwy and
Garrowna do the talking to the gen-
eral managers' "committee. General
Manager I. G. Rawn, of the Illinois
Central, is chairman of the general
managers' sub•comniinee. Hedey is
the spokesman for the officials. At
times, however, the others ask ques-
tions or make, suggestions. W. T.
Newman. third vice grand master of
the trainmen. and W. M. Clark and
E. IS Curtis, of the Order of Railway
Conductors assist Nlerrisecy and Gar-
ret stile •
"Nforrissey has been at the head of
the trainmen for seventeen years.
"Garretson has been at the head of
the conductors since E. C. Clark was
appointed on the interstate commerce
conimifoion a sear ago. .He was
Clark's first assistant for eighteen
years, and with such an experience it
is not surprising that Garretson has
been given a eat in the front row of
brotherhood officials:.
"Willis S. Stone, who a▪ few weeks
ago made a contract for the locomo-
tive engineers on a number of west-
ern roads. is a new man among the
brotherhood official;. When P. M.
Arthur died the exectitive board of
the engineers appointed Stone grand
chief engineer_
"After the present conference cods
the general managers will meet
lietniel Master John J. Hannahate of
the locomotive firemen to fix a wage
aeale. The firemen have asked for
the payment of georea •tvn the eight
in.tead of ten hour basis.
Too Tellhative.
ka every one knows, the great Von
-Moltke never wasted words and de-
spised anything that approached gar-
rulity in others. German army ofii
cers are fond of taint.: au anecdote
illustrative of thmic peculiarity:
Von Nfoltke waS leaving Iletlin on,
• Tailwar journey. Just before the
traits pulled aim of the station a vap-
lain of Inissars entered ,the general's
compartment and recognizing him,
saluted with "(Ater, Morgeo, Excei-
lenzr
."Two, hours later the train slowed
up at a way station, The captain rose
saluted, and with another "Guten
Morgen. Excellenzr left the train.
Turnitig to one of•his companions.
Von Moltke said, with an expression
of the greatest disgust, "Intolerz-ble
gas-h;::!"---Ilarper's Weekly,
EquitY,
Until recently there wit. a partner-
-ship existing between two clarity
blacksmiths ill an Alabama town. The
dissolution of this . o-ssociation was
made Imown by the notice nailed
upon the door of the itvithy, which
notice ran as. follows:
'The . 1copardnershipp heretofor re-
sisting between me and Mose Jen-
kins is heerby resolved. All perrsona
that owes the firm will settle with me,
and all persons that the firm owes to
will. settel with- Mo4e.7---Harper's
Weekly.
Ostriches in the tnited States Mini-
her 2.2p0. Of these, tesoo are in the
Skit River Valley of Arizona, where
ithe ineoszie from this sourer is fairlysati•faAttor2,.'
•
•
they are denied practically every
erty au.I they are permittedato leave
the hotel for exercise only when all
twelve of the men wish to go. Then
they arc taken out tinder dose guard.
This condition resulted Sunday in
%hat developed into a rather unpleas-
ant disagreement between the twelve
mew About half the number wanted
to go rut for a walk during the fore-
noon, as thee- missed the usual walk
down to the criminal court building.
Others had no desire to go out. how-
ever. They were weary as a result
of the 'trying days in court, and pre-
fered to lounge in the hotel. At
lengthy conference -and much argu-
ment brought no result and thcu the
men who wanted to go out appealed
td the officer in charge. He told themi•
that he was powerless. He could not
permit the men to leave the hotel sin-
less all of them went, he told them.
UPHOLDS THAW IN SERMON
-
South Bend Minister Calls White i
-Blackest Man in Ameri-
can History.
South fiend, Ind.. Feb. ---In a
sermon remarkable for its fearless-
ness fiarry K. Thaw was yesterday
u;,held a: the rescuer of a girl from I
a slavery far worse than Africa?*
.davery ever was and Stanford If.
%VI-Ate was condemned as the black-
est man in the annals of American
history. The sermon w,as delivered
THE THAW TRIAL
(Continued from Page One.)
is not true in it entirety.
Both Sides 'Confident.
The district attorney's office, i: is r
said, is still confident that it can se:
cure a conviction. On time other hand
Thaw's attorneys state that they are
sure of acquittal. One thing is cer-
tain, the great dramatic moment of
the trial, so far as the defense is con-
cerned, has passed. When Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw told on the stand the
'story of her experiences with Stan-
ford Wilite, as she said she told it to
Thaw before their marriage, the de-
fense sprang its- greatest sensation.
No evidence that can be Mfrs:laced
will equal the sensation which this
story contained.
MAY RAISE FUND TO ... •
CLEAR .WHITE'S NAME.
Detectivea. ;• is Said, Will Look Into
Story Told by Evelyn Nesbit.
New York, Feb. f t.--Evelyn Nesbit
Thaw visited lies husband in the
tombs yesterday fair the first time
since she began to tell the story of
her life on the witnesa atand. She
was accompanied by A. R. Peabody
and John R. Gleason. of Thaw's coun-
sel. The four had a long conference
in the counsel. room of the prison.
Mrs. Thaw appeared to be in high
spirits today- and her husband also
seemed to be in a pleasaut mood. He
would not disease' the proceedings of
Ida trial, however.
The report was published here to-
day hat a large fund leas been col-
in this ens: to clear Stanioid
Vii•hite., reputation of the injury, in-
Acted ty the story of hire Evelyn
Thaw.
It was reported that lawyers had
been engaged to' go oser airs. Thaw's
testimony and to engage detectives to
sechre evidence to refute it, with the
intention of giving the information so
obtained to District Attorney Jerome,
The story, however. contained no de
tails and lacked confirmation.
Another of the unverified regorts
circulated today was to the effect that
counsel for Harry K. Thaw today
called upon the Ncw York police to
produce certain evidence which (be
Police were alleged to have obtained
from Ftanford White'; room in the
tower •sf the Madison Square Garden.
A:c o-t!ing to this report. Thaw's
counsel 1, era that detectives searched
theec. room' the day following
Whits*- death and hi a bureau drawer














lo Dr. Henry NVebb lolinsou
1:Firat Presbyicriati church be
liz•ge and isishi••nahle emigre
I The minister selected as his stib•
1 jsct she text. "Wo-hotsoever
'Soave*. That Shall lie Also R
Calatians, 6, 7.
Ile said Stanford II. 'White em-
ahaticany sowed to flesh and of newts
Jut has reaped corruption. /le dui,
own grave and reaped as he bad
I sown. In my judgment the name of
%% Lite i. the blackest in our Ameri-
can annals.-, I associate taint with
Man
cap."
wearing apparel. District Attorney !tee vile Nero of the Roman world.
Jerome is said to have declared that His touch would defile every pare
he never saw the evidence called for. stteam of social life.
Somo of the jurors are. beginning "Furtanate for the young girls or
to chafe under the close restraint in if New York city if he had died fifty
which their are held. Under the rules I'ye'ars ago. He wag a moral leper and
which hate been laid down for them poisoned everything upon which he
lib- laid his vile .hands. This must be








The steamer City of Memphis cite-
'.1 Ow It marsatie river this morn-
wig leaos, tomorrow afternoon.
Of tiro tiltpek oil hit reinril feat was
Thei Sltuttorff went to Clarkasille
yeitertay and comes ihai-k tomorrow
tif deport at once for Nashville.
The Peters Lee pets to Illeniphia
train."' and leave• there letenfriTetW eti
none ok this way for Cincinnati
The, rgia Lee shouln reach Cm-
cimpatt foirerrow and leaves there
fl'hisrsday on her return this way for
Mechlahls.
Tbis ,morning at eight o'clock the
Dielt Fowler leaves for Cairo. She
back tonight about eleven.
4tkerner John S. Hopkins wcnt
ycaterday awl comes
be emancipated a poor girl front a leielt tomorrow.
slavery more terrible than African Today's boat in the•Evansville trade
71.avery el* Was.- it. the Joe Fowler. She gets liere and
leases immediately on her return that
way.
Captain G. M. Gneen is in the city
inspecting steamboat hulls and boil-
ers with his associate. Mr. St. John
For Sat.
Six room cottage, also to room
residence, centrally located, 3 blocks
from Broadway. all convenience such
as toilet, baths an water. Sell at
barga.n. easy terms. Apply W. R.





Ez-Otiv. Harbin, of Indiana. Says the
.People' Are With Him,
Washington, Feb. to—Winfield -r
Durbin. Indiana's only lwmug ex-gova
ernor. is here boosting Roosevelt for
another term. In ift interview he
said:
"I have traveled recently in a good
reany states north and south. and I
find that the people are with the pre--
ident. When I refer to the people. I
wean tffi rank and file, democrats as
well as republicans',
“They believe that he is honest and
'sincere, and they 'Will insist that he
shall IcavVthe pally iii the next cam-
paign. When the strength of this
movement become apparent to the
president I do not' believe that lie will
refuse co run again."
Even failure may be spoiled by sue
cess.
Iowa Slaver°, Court Decides in
Fever ths Small Boy.
Des Moines. loom, Feb. ot.—There
is no opposition now to the %mall
:soy ilididging- In baseball est %leant I
let., for the supreme court of Iowa
.a. lust 1.eid that baseball is an in
ottessive sport and that the prosump-
few • that a font ball tnip,bt strike a
i.eihbofing house, break a window
tone or some similar damage is ,
)0614 the province of a trial Mutt
Ths decision comes :n time case of
3. F, Spiker et al, againet Eikenberry
from Lucas county The plaintiff
scoured an injunction against the de-
fendant, who owned a vacant lot sit-
loining his property, because, he said,
the games played there by boys, all
permitted by the defendants annoyed
Lem and endangered his property.
Justice McClain firmly announces
ir his opinion that baseball i• not a
nuisance per se. Ile calls attentiom
t. the fact that the evidence disclose*
:Sot ministers of tSe gospel and no
ron attend the games and surely if
they were not objectionable to theat
g•(pie they could not be to others
therefore dissolves the injone.itio
granted by the lower court
VALENTINES!!
COMICS, CELLULOID AND SILK NOVELTIES, postal cards
and dainty little remembrances for St Valentine's day. Come early
to secure choice selection.
We offer some especially fine vslues in postal card albums kora
soc to Sa.00
FOR PIE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE REAL
fRADEWATER C A L PITTSBURG
est Kentucky Coal Co.,,,cORPORATE11
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